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W ritten fbr the Rockland Gazette.
M A R Y T H O R N E ’S C O U SIN .
mountains, seas and clouds and dry land of
‘ I won’t, upon my honor,’ said Tom.
come in such a storm as this. B u t how did
‘ W ell, then, papa has actually got the T h e A n c ie n t G r e a t G la c ie r o f t h e course. Who can doubt that life is there ?—
you cross the riv e r? W e heard the bridge
P en o b so o t B ay.
idea into hi3 dear old head th a t I should
‘ M ary, I am astonished !’ .
was gone.’
So too, he gives us to understand much the
O f course the grave elder Bister was aston make a nice wife for the professor, and—
‘ H orseback,’ said I,
same of Jupiter, but shakes his head doubtingB y J ohn D eLaski.
A BIDE TO A WESTERN WEDDING.
■W ell,’ said the old soldier his eye kind ished ! In truth, and in fact, she lived in a and ’—
ly of Saturn, and calls him rings and planet, a
Mary turned away with crimson indigna
ling, ‘ a m inister that can do that can preach, chronie state of excitement, for M ary Thorne
watery globe. B ut when interrogated of the
( Continued.)
Among the checkered scenes of missiona 1 kn o w !’
was always doing something to astonish her tion flashing in her cheeks.
A writer,Mr. J . A. Jennings,in the New York sun, he shrugs his shoulder like a Frenchman,
Miss R uth could
‘ I t is too bad of you to laugh T o m ! I
ry life on the frontier, there are not many
I had fulfilled my engagement p artly from friends and relatives.
Independent, for November 1861, I believe, sug and says nothing, and so we bid him good
more pleasant than a genuine W estern wed sympathy and the pleasure of conquering hardly credit the evidence of her own senses, never, never will m arry the man !’
‘ I wouldn’t if I were y o u !’ consoled Tom, gests an astronomical cause for the Glacial Era night, and he passes on to his watch-tower of
ding. The heartiness, the bold dash, the obstacles; there was, beside, a sort o f p re in the hazy glow of the A ugust morning,
generous hospitality of the thing, and often sentiment th a t urged me o n ; nor d id 1 in when she came out of the clematis shadows ‘ B u t, Cousin M ary, wait and see the man —because, he says, ‘ ‘ the southern lim it of the thought and Bilence.
But though the astronomer leaves us to spec
of the little south porch, and discovered th a t before you decide. H e may be quite a de Drift is an isothermal line. And a s ’ the rela
the novel phases of social life which it re  the end regret th a t I yielded to it.
veals, together of course, w ith the_/ee, which
The interior of the humble dwelling, and yonder moving object h alf way up among cent fellow.’
tive temperature of countries in the same lati ulation, a method of arriving a t conclusions
‘ N o !’ said M ary, shaking her head and tude depends upon arrangement of bodies of he generally distrusts, if we reason from anal
is rarely small in proportion to the ability its occupants, I shall not soon forget. W hat the umbrageous branches o f the huge old
of the parties, make the event quite welcome taste and neatness under the most discour pear tree, was not a spray of leaves, nor yet biting her cherry lips firm ly ; ‘ I hate him land, of mountains, and of ocean currents, ogy, we may suppose the sun to be properly a
to the toiling preacher.
aging circum stances! W hat method and fer a russet-plumed robin, nor a cluster o f sun beforehand !’
lobe more or less like the earth and planets.—
‘ W h at a spiteful little pussy you a r e !’ that arrangement must have been the same as He has indeed an atmosphere ; but whether
One day, on answering a modest knook, tility o f arrangem ent where all was plain, cheeked pears swinging in the blue empyrean,
now.” But here is a great error, first, because
there stood bofore our log-house door a and rough, and scant! I t is on the frontier, but— Miss M ary Thorne comfortably perch said her companion, laughing.
light
and heat arc generated in that or upon a
‘ No, indeed, Tom, Pm n o t!’ and the blue the limits of the glacial action does not really
young man, barefooted, coatless, with coarse, where the appliances of elegant housewifery ed in the crook of the gnarled tree, her curls
molten surface, must perhaps ever remain a
well-patched pants and rimless straw hat, are impossible, th a t woman’s fertile resources all flecked with the sifted rain of sunshine eyes became misty. ‘ I love papa and R uth conform to an isothermal line, and secondly,
’o c l t u .
whose face beaming with a bashful happi of ta ct and skill most strikingly appear— th a t came down through the shitting canopy d early— and I love almost everybody ! I the relative arrangement of land and water mystery. Some of the Heidelberg chemists, a
like you, Tom ! but I hate Prof. L a P lace ! have constantly been changing; and not a p ar year or two since, were said to have examined
ness, would a t once have suggested his er often making tho ru d e log-house and simple, of leaves, and a book in her lap !
rand, were it not for his garb, or, rather, home-made furniture wear an aspect of com
* I don’t c a r e !’ said the little damsel, A nd i want you to promise, Tom, th a t you’ll ticle of solid objection can be brought, I be the sun's light on a principle unadopted before,
“ COME T H IS W A Y M Y FA T H E R . want of garb.
fort and taste not unfrequenily w anting in laughing saucy defiance, ‘ I t ’s the nicest stand my friend, and not allow him to tease lieve, against the opinion th at the continents and arrived at the conclusion, that the body of
1 A re you the m inister ?’ he asked.
homes of luxury.
place in the world up h ere; I feel ju st like me into walks or rides, or tete-a-tetes of any of the Glacial Ages were not relatively of the the snn contains mctalic substances similar to
This sweet and touching ballad which ap
‘ Yes,’ I replied.
The household consisted o f the father— a bird, with the leaves fluttering against my k in d ! W ill y o u ? ’
sume form and extent as a t present. I t is be our globe, and prominent among these, is iron.
peared in the Waterville Mail several years since
Would h e? I f she had asked him to pre
face, and the wind blowing so softly— and I
Then
followed
a
pause.
already
introduced—
mother,
three
daugh
with the above title and afterwards set to mu
lieved th at Prof. Agassiz Has cuueluoively showD And m an y opinions have been entertained, in
1 Is there anything,’ said I, breaking the ters and the young man who had called for intend to stay here 1 W ouldn’t you like to cipitate himself out of the pear tree upon
sic and sung with fine effect by Ossian E. Dodi
that the peninsula of Florida is modem, that regard to the spots on his face ; but tbe sub
come up here, R uthy ? I t ’s easily done— the stone steps below, with those blue eyes
the Vocalist, was written by Col. A. W . Wildes silence, ‘ th a t I can do for you ?’
my services.
l e t is emphatically a dark one. The Danish
fixed on his, he’d have done it! A ny man of its age is not over a hundred and fifty thous
of tbe 16th Maine Regiment. In a letter w rit
‘ Ye-s. I came to see if you could oome
M other is not well, and would like to ju st put your foot on th a t knot, and ’—
and years. Wc see the present arrangement astronomer Dr. Peters, now of the Dudley Ob
ten to Mr. Dodge recently published, Col. down to M r. L ’s, next T hursday, and m arry see you a moment,’ rem arked one of the
R uth, who was thirty, and weighed a hun taste would.
servatory
of Albany, I believe, imagines them
Wilde6 gives the following interesting narra a couple.’
‘ I promise !’ he said ; and they shook of land of Greenland undergoing a change of
young ladies, showing me into an adjoining dred and sixty pounds, bristled up with
tion of the circumstance which suggested tbe
hands on it.
level; and wo know th at after this century to be occasioned by tbe ashes of such floating
W here does M r. L. live ?’
amazement.
room,
where
loving
hands
had
spared
no
song. He says:
W hat a cosy place for a chat th a t gnarled commenced, a very large area of South America iu tbe sun’s atmosphere. I t is very remarkable
Seven miles below here, on the other pains to fortify its pining inm ate against ex>
•M ary Thorne! are you crazy? Come
“ The little song ‘ Come this way, my Fath
old tree w a s ! And when they had talked was elevated a t one time several feet. We know indeed, that these spots are never seen nearer
e r,’ was written by me during a season of side of the river. They w ant you a t two posure, and soothe the anguish of suffering down this in s ta n t!’
great affliction—occasioned by tbe loss of my o'clock, Thursday afternoon.’
‘ I shan’t !’ said naughty M ary, tossing over everything they could think of, it was positively, too, th at since New England was the poles of the sun than about Bixty degrees,
A bed, with its snowy counterpane and
darling little Frank (the hero of the story.)—
I will endeavor to be there a t th a t tim e,’ tasteful curtains, stood in a corner o f the the silky shower of curls away from her fore the most natural thing in the world th a t Tom exposed to the polishing and grooving power, □or approach bis equator within fifteen, so that
The scene of the occurrence was Boothbay, a said I ; 1 but who are the p arties ?'
apartm ent. On it reclined the dying mother, head, and glancing down with eyes th at should recover the book which had slipped
they are scattered over a space on each side of
little harbor about fifteen miles east of Bath.
down into a network of tiny boughs, and that she has actually come up o u t.o f the sea.—
‘ 0 , ’ he replied, with a look which was its the emaciated Irarae and hectic cheek m ark shone and sparkled like two blue jewels !
it, of about the remaining fifteen. Their revo
During a short visit to the sea shore of our
read poetry to his p retty cousin in the deep And furthermore, we have no evidence that the
own
interpreter,
‘
you
will
know
when
you
*
B
u
t
we
are
going
’—
ing
her
a
victim
of
consumption.
State, some two years since, with a party of
lution from West to East, indicates the axial
‘ Yes, I understand—you are all going in musical voice th a t maidens love to listen to 1 glacial times of the globe were strictly coeval,
* I am so glad to see you,’ said she ex 
friends, it wa6 proposed one bright afternoon get there F
A fter getting all the directions needful tending her hand. ‘ I t is a long while since trium phal procession to the depot, to render A nd M ary sat there, watching the je tty as this theory of Mr. Jennings implies. He motion of the sun ; but their ultimate advance
that we should make up a party and go down
for finding the place, I was about closing the a m inister of the Gospel has entered our an ovation to the great Professor L a Place, curls blowing to and fro on his broad, white goes on to remark th at “ if the sun be matter in the direction of the poles, when they sud
the harbor on a fishing excursion.
We accordingly started, and after sailing interview, but my ca ller lingered as if he d o o r; and yet I regret you have been put to the wisest, sagest and grandest of mankind, brow, and the long, black lashes almost like the earth in its nature, and from its high denly disappeared, is very singular. I t will be
about three miles, a young lady of tbe company had more to say ; and after evident em bar so much trouble and exposure in coming. to whom the Thorne family have the unutter touching his olive cheek. And she thought temperature, enveloped in an atmosphere of difficult, I imagine, for Mr. Jennings to per
declined going further, and requested us to rassment, asked w hat I ‘ charged for m arry 
God will rew ard yo u ! B u t I wished to able honor of being second cousins, and to how very, very handsome Cousin Tom was, flaming vapors, it must be in process of cool suade astronomers that these macula, as they
land her on one of the small islands in tbe har
speak to you about this m arriage.’
escort, him solemnly to a month’s sojourn and how much he had changed in the ten ing by radiation; and in that process, the time are called, once extended themselves over the
bor, where Bhe proposed to 6tay until our re ing folks ?’
*
I
generally
leave
th
a
t
to
the
p
arties,’
From her rem arks I learned th a t the fam a t Thorne H a l l ! O ,d e a r ! ’ ejaculated M ary years th at had elapsed since she had seen would come when the surface temperature entire face of the sun so as to exclude his light
turn. My little boy, then about four years old,
ily were from New England. H er husband, ‘ I wish I could run away somewhere and him la st; and she wondered whether Tom
preferred remaining with her. Accordingly we said I.
would be below the point of volatility for the and heat for ages. There is not a human being
left them and proceeded some six miles further.
Then ensued another pause, broken, a t on bis return from the war, removed them to h id e ; I hate this paragon of prim precision ! was engaged to any p retty g irl— somehow
various substances of which th at atmosphere is on the globe who is able to count a million one
We remained out much longer than we intend length, by saying, in a depressed to n e :
the W est, making one or two tem porary lo I shan’t m arry if he asks, and I mean to she hoped not. Now, why couldn’t Tom
by one, in twenty-four consecutive hours—nay,
ed, and os night approached a thick fog set in
* I have no money now ; perhaps you cations, then selling out and going still fur behave so badly th a t he won’t dream of it! have been rich like th a t horrid P ro f. La composed. Let us suppose that point to have
from the sea, entirely enshrouding us. W ith
wouldn’t come down and m arry us, and w ait th er into the unsettled woods. I t was while No, I am not going with you— I hate the Place, instead o f a poor young medical stu been passed with regard to some substance he could not do it in even ten days. Now
out compass, and not knowing the right direc
forming a large part of the sun’s atmosphere. astronomers and geologists will tell you, that
on their way out th a t the young man, to close barouche, and it’s too warm to ride on dent, and—
tion to steer, we grouped our way along for for your pay ?’
A nd when the large black eyes were su d  That substance would collect in clouds, and fall a million of seconds in the longest lifo of a man,
‘ T hat I will,’ I replied. ‘ A nd, provi whom their daughter was now engaged, made horseback. 1 shall stay at hom e!'
some hours, until we discovered the breaking
of the surf on the rocks of one of the islands, dence perm itting you will see me a t precise their acquaintance, and joined his fortunes
A nd Miss M ary settled herself so snugly denly lifted to hers, M ary felt as though he like rain into the more heated mass below.— are as nothing compared to a million of ages
but were at a loss to know which one of them. ly the hour nam ed.’
with theirs. I t was under circumstances of with one tiny slippered foot swinging down, had read every thought of h er mind, and There i t would again become volatile and rise, in the past duration of the sun. There is
I stood up iu the stern of the boat where I had
The cloud lifted from the sunburnt face, great trial to them, and his presence and aid and her pretty head close to a nest of blue blushed scarlet.
to be again condensed, and this would be again therefore, the strongest presumption that no
been steriug, and shouted with all my strength. and smilingly thanking me, he hurried aw ay were peculialy acceptable, indeed indispens
‘ Come, Tom,’ she chattered, to hide her
speckled bird’s eggs, th a t R uth gave it up
repeated till the heat of the sun became so re such change as imagined by Mr, Jennings, has
I listened a moment, and heard through' the with a light step.
confusion,
‘
we’ve
been
up
here
long
enough.
able.
with a sigh of despair.
thick fog, and above the breaking of the surf,
duced as to allow the vapor to remain con ever yet been, and certainly not recently enact
H
elp
me
down
and
I
’ll
show
you
the
old
Seven
miles
in
prairie
land
is
a
short
dis
W
ith
untiring
zeal
he
devoted
him
self
to
‘
W
ell,
then
have
it
your
own
way,
you
the sweet voice of my boy calling * Come this
densed. Till then, the face of the' sun would ed on the surface of the great luminary of our
way, my Father—steer straight for me—I'm tance ; but not being in a mood to walk, I their comfort, and whether on the long jo u r incorrigible romp ! I wish you weren’t too sun-dial th a t we used to heap up with butter
be obscured by dark spots, varying in extent planetary system. Had the sun, too, under
waiting for you !' Wc steered by that sound, engaged a horse of a neighbor. M eanwhile, ney in the em igrant wagon, or in the toils in big to shut up in a d ark closet, or have your cups when we were children.’
gone this singular change, not two or three
and soon my little boy leaped into my arms for the two intervening days, it rained, or cident to making a new home, he was like a ears well b o xed!’
W hat a tiny, insignificant, little M ary she according to the amount of matter thus be
hundred thousand years, but many millions
with joy, saying, ‘ I knew you would hear me, rather poured incessantly, m oderating to a son and brother.
‘ I t is a pity, isn’t i t !’ said M ary, demure- felt, leaning on the arm of th a t tall cousin. coming condensed ; and as the supply o f light
father !’ and nestled to sleep on my bosom.— gentle fall on T hursday. On calling for the
And how nice it was to have the stately head and heat from the sun seems to be inseparable wouj’I have been necessary to effect it. And
‘ W e came here,’ said the mother, ‘ be '7. m
The child and the maiden are both sleeping horse, however, the owner was loth to let
cause of my health, th a t the climate m ight
O f course it is, M a r y ; if Cousin Tom bent down so courteously to catch her soft the heat as well as the light would be dirnin furthermore httd such a 8U9PcnsioQ of tho ra"
now. They died in twe short weeks after the
’
‘he sun occurred—as it would
do for me what medicine could not. I now B radley comes this morning, be sure and ex accents— for somehow M ary had forgotten ished.
period I refer to, with hardly an interval of him go.
•
•
•
•
•
Let mating powers
o f ..
,
, ,
,
-en analogously drawn
‘
E
ld
e
r,’
said
he,
(he
was
a
M
ethodist,)
see
it
was
too
late.
B
ut
for
my
husband
plain to him why wc aro absent, and behave her sauciness, and grown wondrously shy.
time between their deaths. Now when tossed
those cloudy spots on the surface of the sun seem the argument had U .
of th„ earth
A rumble of wheels— it was the returning
upon the rough sea of life, without compass or are you used to m anaging horses ?’
and George's sake, who have sacrificed so like a young lady, mind !’
spread, so as to obscure its entire light, and a rom the notion of the azoic ao
„ toce8S of
guide, enveloped in fog and surrounded by
carriage, and M ary clung to Tom’s arm.
* Somewhat— why ?’
much on my account, I hope this last settle
‘ A ll lig h t! ’ said M ary dauntlessly.
rocks, I seem to hear the sound of that cherub
-here
‘ The awful professor!’ she whispered. gloom would gather upon the earth, a night when she was a sun—and even her ,
‘ Because,’ he added,* ‘ my horse is a ment may prove productive, some day. They always liked Tom ! we used to have grand
voice calling from the bright shore ‘ Come this high-spirited fellow, and has a bad trick
‘ Now, Cousin Tom, be sure you stand by me broken by no twilight ray, and the icy breath change was infinitely .long continued—u.
have secured a good tract of land, th a t must romps together when we were ch ild ren !’
way, my F ather! steer straight for me !’ When
of winter dispelled by no returning spring, would have been au end to all eternity, of the
She Bat there in the old pear tree, p re t through every th in g !’
oppressed with sadness, I lake my way to our of throwing folks.— Few can rid e him w ith bo valuable by-and-by ; but we are ‘ land
* To my life’s end !’ was the whispered would become charged with death to every light and heat of tho luminary of day. Ia
quiet cemetery, and still, as I stand by one lit out getting hurt. The fact is, I didn’t sleep poor ’ now ; all our money is gone. A nother tier than any H am adryad th a t ever might
an
sw
er:
and
M
ary
felt
herself
crimsoning,
living creature.”
tle mound, the same musical voice echoes from a wink last night worrying ab o u t consenting season however, we hope our crops will bring have hauntrd the mossy old veteran of the
sooth, he had burnt himself out of the kingly
thence, * Come this way, my F ath e r!—I ’m to let you have h im ; and 1 don’t feel rig h t us something more th an the necessaries of garden, her cheek touched with sunshine and much as she strove to repress tho tell-tale
This certainly, if not an interesting, is an pale of suns. The evidence of ice on the globe
waiting for thee!’
to let him go w ithout speaking of it.’
life. George is like a child to m e,— and carmine, her dimpled lips apart, now read blood.
B u t there was no one in the barouche, ingenious theory to nccount for the introduc previously to the close of the Tertiary ages, is
W ith this I enclose a correct copy of the
*How does he throw his riders T I asked. w hat is more, he is » Christian, A nnie and ing a line or two from the book in her lap,
tion of the Glacial Era ; but we shall sec that somewhat meager; and the reason paTpable
song.
* B y suddenly jum ping to one side. H e's he are tenderly attached, - and despite our now looking up, ra p t in girlish reverie, into save M r Thorne and R uth, as it drew up on
it is purely suppositions, and not founded on enough, is, that tho land of tbe temperate and
Yours very truly,
powerful a t jum ping— beats all the horses I present poverty, I shall rejoice in knowing the blue sky as it sparkled through ever- the grand sweep, beside the two cousins.
A . W . WlLDKS.
‘ W here is the professor ?’ questioned any absolute knowledge of the nature of the higher zones, had not attained to the elevation
th a t they are united before I am oalled moving leaves, and now breaking into a soft
ever saw in that line,’ said he.
structure of the sun. In fact, it is impossible above the sea, which it afterwards did. But
little warble of song th a t made the very M ary.
aw ay.’
*I can look out for him !’
C o m e t i l l s W a y , A ly F a t i l e r .
‘
H e was not a t the depot,’ said R u th ; that it should be true. Sir John F. W. Her- if we admit with Mr. Jennings, that Now Eng
‘ H e’ll outw it yon E ld er ; hope you won’t
B u t the few friends th a t had been invited robins themselves put their heads on one side
I remember a voice,
try it.’
had come in ; the simple words th a t make to listen ! The carriage had driven away • and ’—
schel, the distinguished son of the well known land, at the close of the Tertiary Epoch, was
Which once guided my way,
B u t M r. Thorne had sprang from the car Sir llliarn Herschel, also proposed an astro
B ut it was too late to go in search of an  two inseparably one were uttered ; and then long since— she had watched it beyond the
a country standing at its present level, we see
When lost on the tea,
other, and pleading u rg en t business and w il as the table was being laid, bride and bride curve of the winding r o a d ; the dark riage, and clasped both the stranger's hands nomical theory to explain the same phenomena, that his theory is wofully untenable. In the
Fog-enshrouded I lay ;
lingness to incur all rifjks, the form idable groom poured forth their jo y in Christian mantle of shadow was slowly following the in his.
’Twas the voice of a child,
absence of sun-hcat, there could have been no
‘ L a P lace! is it possible? W h y , we have I believe ; but I know not its propositions.
As he stood on the shore—
beast was led out— a powerful, intelligent, song. Strangely touching was it, here, on creeping sun-glow across the velvet lawn be
It souuded out clear
I think that astronomers generally, and I evaporation from seas to furnish the sky with
fiery animal, black as a raven.
the lone prairie, to listen to wedded love low, and the old church-spire among the far- ju st been looking for you a t Mill S tation.’
O’er the daric billow’s roar,
‘ I am sorry to have inconvenienced you, may say the same of geologists, accept the snow, which should bo converted into glacial
thus expressed. V ery happy were they, and off woods had chimed out eleven! A nd still
W h a t can be more inspiriting than
“ Come this way, my father '.
horseback ja u n t across, a rolling, N orth-w est comely, too, in the freshness and vigor of M ary Thorne sat there in the forked branch sir,’ was the re p ly ; ‘ but I came by the way theory of Sir William Herschel and the Mar ice ; and, the country standing at this normal
Steer straight for me,
of
W harton, and walked over this morning.’ quis P. S. La Place, known as the Hypothesis hight, with little or no evaporation from the
prairie. So, despite the cold and rain, and th eir youth. A nd as we gathered around es of {he giant pear tree !
Here safe ou the shore
‘ Never mind, now, so you are safely here,’ of Creation, which proposes that all the stars sea, what shall we say of the researches of
Suddenly there floated up into the leafy
now and then a prodigious leap by B lack the well-spread board, the sick mother taking
I am waiting for thee.”
Hawk, the ride was most exhilarating. I t once more her place a t the head of the table, sanctuary a pungent, arom atic odor which exclaimed the old gentleman. ‘ R uth, my to be seen in the heavens, and all the nebulous Monsieur Pouillet, the French naturalist, upon
I remember the voice,
was two miles to the bridge. On arriving her face beaming the peace she felt, there made her lean curiously forward, shading dear— M ary— let me introduce you to your
matter actually existing in space, originally the heat of the stars? The paper of the French
As it led our lone way,
there, I found the freshet had swept it away. was a glow of happiness in my heart, such her eyes with one hand, the better to pene cousin, Prof. L a P la c e .’
’Midst rocks and through breakers,
M ary had dropped his arm and stood dis constituted a single mass of vapor-like gas._ philosopher the celebrated astronomer Dr.
J u st in sight, however, in the margin of a as I Dever experienced before, as guest a t trate the green foliage below. N ot the late
And high dashing spray ,
By the great law of gravitation, condensation Lardner has endorsed ; and it is asserted that
fine giove, was a snug little cabin, and rid  a m arriage feast.
monthly roses— not the amethyst borders of mayed.
How sweet to my heart
took placo in the mass, and finally an axial if we had no sunlight*on a low-lying country,
‘ You told me you were Cousin Tom. ’
‘ W ell, elder,’ said my M ethodist friend, heliotrope, nor the spicy geraniums— none of
ing briskly there, the barking of dogs and
Did it sound from the shore,
‘ So I am Cousin Tom ; th a t is my name motion was generated, and threw off as the ‘ the stars furnish heat enough in the course
my shouts brought the proprietor to the as I alighted a t his door on my return, * not these blossoms distilled th at peculiar sm ell!
As it echoed out clear
Now, M ary,’ and the centrifugal lorco increased, one cluster of neb of a year to melt a crust of ice eighty-five feet
door, a bevy of flaxen-haired urchins a t his a limb broken, eh ? B u t you had to swim
My patien ce!’ said little M ary, ‘ it’s a and relationship.
O’er the dark billow’s roar,
black eyes sparkled brimfull of deprecating ulous matter after another into space, which thick.” You may or may not doubt this ; bat
heels, with eyes brim ful of curiosity.
“ Come this way, my father !
the riv er! Guess you didn’t get much of a c ig a r!’
Steer straight for me,
‘ Is there any way to cross the riv e r? ’ I fee, though did y o u ? ’
A cigar it was, and the owner thereof— archness, ‘ don’t be angry because I don’t really constituted individual universes. And before you do, you ought to go over tbe argu
Here >afe on the shore
asked.
‘ Never better paid in my life— w hat’s my she could ju st see a white linen coat and a take snuff, nor wear spectacles. I beg the it is held, that the universe in which we are ments on which the conclusion is made,
I am wuiting lor thee.”
* Yes ; on the bridge,’ ho replied curtly, bill for Black H aw k ?’
tall head covered with black, wavy curls— other Cousin Tom's pardon, whoever he i s ; located, is the great ring named the Milky Way,
Again, I would still further remark, at the
‘ The bridge is gone !’
W ell seeing you feel so rich, I think I stood on the porch steps quietly smoking, but I am very glad he isn’t here. M ary, be
I remember my joy
and all the stars properly so called and per close of the Cretaceous Era, after the mighty
‘ W ell, then there isn’t any way ?’
shan’t charge you anything this time. All and indulging in a lengthened view of the just, and don’t hate Cousin Tom, because
When I held to my breast
eons
of the Secondary Epoch had passed away,
ceived
both
by
the
naked
eye
and
the
telescope,
his other name happens to be L a P lace.’
* B u t is there no place on the stream shoal is. I ’m glad yon got back safe and sound.— garden slopes.
The form of that dear one,
new order of existence was introduced upon
And soothed it to rest ;
H e need not have been so apprehensive, belong to this cluster. The great Galaxy then,
enough to be forded ?’
W atchman <$- Reflector.
‘ T hat’s Tom Bradley !’ said M ary to her
For the tones of my child
The settler scratched his head comically,
self. ‘ Now, if he thinks I ’m coming down for, in their tw ilight walk beside the sun-dial of our heavens, was embraced iu the eons of tbe globe, especially developed in Europe.—
Whispered soft to my ear,
scanned me and my beast leisurely, and
Col. Sm ith’s pantry was troubled with out of this delicious cool place to Bit up th at very evening, she confessed th a t she did past eternities, and by like revolutions to the There began, then, another remarkable change,
“ I called you, dear father.
s a id :
mice; so the Colonel determined to try a straight iu the hot parlors, he’s mistaken ! not find Prof. L a Place such a terrible ogre, primitive mass, it cast off sun-masses one after an epoch which geologists are pleased to call
I knew you would hear
‘ Take the road to the left, and you will trap. A n inquisitive neighbor, whose curi Tom !’ she called out, in a silver accent of after a l l ; quite the contrary, in fact. And another, and the fixed stars are these detach' Tertiary, as following closely upon the Secon
The voice of your darling
come
to
the
old
fo
r
d
;
how
it
will
be
in
this
osity was roused by seeing a light burning im perative summons, and then burst into he succeeded in convincing her th a t 'ne liked ments, one great central sun-mass of the uni dary—a change brought about by the greater
F ar over the sea,
flood can’t say. You can try it, though, if all one night in the Colonel’s house, station merry laughter a t the evident amazement his impulsive little cousin 5 lary all the better
While safe on the shore
verse remaining, which Prof. Meedlcr has satis elevation of continents. The grand Age of
you lik e ; nothing like trying, they say !’
I was waiting for thee.”
ed him self a t his window tbe following with which the stranger gazed round him, for those pear tree confidences.
fied the astronomical world, is Alcyone, tbe Reptiles had closed. The spinal column was
There was need of trying, 1 found, on night, and saw the Colonel, in his dressing vainly trying to conjecture « hence the call
B ut, no doubt, it was a very perplexing
That voice now is hushed
reaching the spot. There rolled the river, grown, bait his trap and go off, after hav had proceeded.
thing to have two Cousin Toms ; and so, brightest of tho seven stars, and which must to he raised higher—a little more typical of Man.
Which then guided my way,
Reep and wide, with steep banks on either ing placed a lighted candle close to it. Tbe
You dear, stupid Cousin T o m !’ she about six months subsequently, Miss M ary be larger and denser than all the millions com Great birds and noble mammals must be intro
The form I then pressed
side. W hat was to be done ? Go back next day, having met the Colonel, he asked ejaculated ; ‘ don't stare off towards the cab contrived to obviate th a t inconvenience by posing our astral universe. Our sun-mass then, duced, with more brain, and spinal column
Is now mingled with clay ;
and w ait till tbe waters subsided ? T h a t was him why he placed a candle by his tra p ? bage beds ! Look straight up here ! you may allowing one of them to assume a nearer re  took a like revolution upon itself to the paren Stillmore elevated, before he should come, who
But the tones of my child
not W estern. The genuine pioneer never ‘ So the mice may see to go in ,’ was the re- come up if you please— th ere’s plenty of lationship, and in spite of all her assevera tal mass, and cast away from its equatorial should wear the crown, standing erect, and
Still sound in my ear,
“ I am calling you. father!
thinks of giving up an enterprise. A short p!yroom for both ! You a re Cousin Tom, aren’t tions to the contrary, she is Mrs. P rof. La region, one rejectamentum after another, the gazing always upward towards his God, and
__________________
O can you not hear
experience in the vicissitudes of frontier life
you? she continued, as a sudden misgiving Place.
most distant first, and the nearest last ; and tilled with adoration and thought, such as alone
The voice of your darling,
A lover vainly trying to explain some sci crossed her mind.
F o r it's a solemn fact in this world, that, these rejectamenta are the planets, and possibly had passed angelic beings. This Tertiary epoch,
wakes up a self reliance and love of adven
As you toss on life’s sea !
ture, which make danger and difficulty to be entific theory to his fair inam orata said :
O f course I a m ; and you are M ary, I whenever a girl says she ‘ never, never ’ will include the comets. This theory, furthermore, though short when compared to the secondary,
For on a bright shore
“ The question is difficult, and I don’t suppose ?’
do a thing, she is pretty sure to go and do
courted rather than shunned,— indeed, they
I am waiting for thee,”
holds that the satellites are tbe offspring of the spreads over vast ages, to tbe comprehension of
are every-day occurrences, adding piquancy see what I can do to make it clear. ”
‘ M ary herself! U p with you, Tom— catch it the first chance she gets, and M ary is no
planets ; and implies th at both have once been man altogether infinite. Its divisions pass a l
“ Suppose you pop it,” whispered the hold of this branch— there.
to privation and hardship. A nd, as 1 look
I remember that voice,—
Now shake exception to the general rule.— New Y o rk
burning, though now extinguished suns.— most insensibly into one another; and the
In many a Ione hour
ed down into the w ater of the river, there blnshiDg damsel.
hands— you saucy fellow, I didn’t say you Ledger.
It speaks to my heart
There has been a time in astronomy when at Pliocene, where tho boulder action did not
rose to view the image of the ragged, bare
might kiss m e!’
With fresh beauty and power
C oquetry.— A gentleman who had been
foot, coatless, moneyless, bridegroom ; and
‘ W ell, I couldn’t help it— and, besides,
“ I was out on the campground yesterday least tbe amateurs of this science supposed reach, extends unbroken up to our times.—
And still echoes far out
memory recalled certain facts which I had much attached to a very p retty but coquet aren’t we cousins ?’ said M r. Tom, swing and saw you there, kneeling down and m ak that distance from the sun of the planets, con Nearly fifty per cent of its Bhells are identi
Over life’s troubled wave,
learned about his borrowing articles of ap  tish girl, became a t length weary o f her ca ing himself comfortably into a branch ju st ing a nuisance of yourself,” said a young stituted their individual comparative amount cal with living species. In the brown coal
And sounds from the loved lips
parel for himself and bride, and m aterials price, aDd calling upon her oneeveing, when above M ary.
man to a lady acquaintance ; I was so frig h t of light and h e a t; but this sublime theory of beds of Germany, of this formation, the re
That lie in the grave,
for a wedding supper. Now to disappoint she had ju st returned from a promenade with
‘ W hy, Tom, how you have ch anged!’ ened, 1 turned and ra n .”
“ Come this way, my father !
the structure of the heavens, supercedes this mains of fish, frogs, and insects aro found. In
persons in their condition was h ardly to be one of his rivals, he inquired with much ejaculated the young lady, pushing back the
O steer straight for me !
P ra y e r always frightens the devil,” necessity, by suffering them to have been self- England, the Red Crag, so rich in fossil marine
Here safely in Heaven
thought of. So chirruping to my good steed, warmth,—
curls w ith one hand, th a t she might the was the instant rejoinder.
luminous, aDd gone through more or less per shells, is of this age. Tbe division in Northern
‘ M ary, do you think you will ever be
I am waiting for thee.”
wo made the plunge— and a deep plunge it
better view her p laym ate of childhood’s days.
fectly according to their distance from the sun, Italy on the flanks of tho Apennines, is two
was, for the animal above as well as the ani steady euough to be m arried ?’
Y our hair never curled so before ; and what
Alcohol
destroys
a
live
man
b
u
t
preserves
’ O, yes,’ she replied, ’ in tw en ty years a nice moustache you’ve g o t ! I shouldn’t
their density, &c., those changes which are thousand feet thick. The astronomical theory
“ You F ights hit Sigel, You D rinks urr Me .” mal beneath— for the former went nearly to
a
dead
one.
—A soldier, with his arm in a sling, yesterday his neck. However, the horse soon rose to no dout I shall.”
known to have been wrought on the surface of which presupposes obscuration of tho sun’s
have known you, T o m !’
Miss
replied
he
promptly,
with
a
formal
morning went into Bergoer'sbeerBaloon, under the surface, perm itting his rider, by a happy
light and heat, is a death-stroke to organic ex
N o ;’ said Tom, roguishly.
Conclusive E vidence.—Several years ago, the earth, for from all th at geology teaches us,
the Post Office, to refresh himself with lager exercise of unwonted agility, to strike the bow, I will do myself the pleasure of w ait
A nd youv’e grown so t a l l ! I declare, and soon nfter tho “ anti-license law ,” went our globe has been a progressively cooling istence on the globe. Instead of tbe continua
beer. The sight of hiB wounded limb very saddle a la T u rk , which position I prudent ing on you twenty years hence, if no p artic
Tom, you’re sp len d id !’
into force in the Green Mountain State, a trav body ; for she had in the azoic ages, a satura tion of many species from those remote times
naturally interested the crowd that was present.
ular engagement prevents me. Good even
The gentleman laughed. ‘ 1 could return eller Btopped at the hotel and asked for a glass ted steaming atmosphere, “ waters which were to our age, which could no more dispense w ith
4 conversation ensued, in which the wounded ly kept till the opposite shore was gained.
the compliment, if I dared ! B u t where are of brandy.
nan, in response to inquiries, modestly stated Clambering up the steep baDk, my borrowed ing-”
light and heat than a baby or a rose, there
The lady never saw him afterw ards.
“ Don’t keep it ,” said the landlord; “ for above the firmament,” as Genesis expresses it.
tb.t he had fought under Sigel in Missouri.— steed went a t a break-neck pace the rem ain
all the rest of my relations ? The house be
bidden by the law to sell liquor of any kimft” No sudden fits of cooling off was she accus would have been a total hiatus in the chain of
At he name of Sigel, a little German in the ing five miles to our destination. I t was a
low is as empty as a haunted hall !*
The deuce you are,” retorted the stranger tomed to, like a belabored stag in dog-days; but life caused by this long continued darkness of
comir of the room rose to his feet. He ran up small, framed house, perched on a swell of
My wife tells the tru th three times a
‘ A ll gone to welcome th a t horrid, poky
incredulously.
to thewounded man ju s t as he taised his lager land in the midst of a wide prairie, dotted d a y ,’ rem arked a jocose old fellow, a t the
onward she jogged, comfortably cool from head the sun—a blank, the like of which the great
old Prof. L a P lace, who has graciously in 
“ Such is the fact,” replied the h o s t; “ the
to his Ipg.
You fights m it Sigel,” said he,
to feet, upward into the Tertiary ages. She past gone before it, could only furnish the most
“ you dtfnks mit me,” The wounded soldier with an occasional cabin. The dwelling was same time casting a mischievous glance a t dicated his willingness to pass a few weeks house don’t keep it .’
her.
‘
Before
rising
in
the
morning,
she
covered
only
with
rough
boards,
between
with us! Tom. I do hate th a t man !’
was sligbt.y taken aback at the abruptness of tbe
1Then bring your own bottle,” said the soon thereafter,took an ague-chill—and accord indifferent comparison. But let us suppose th at
says,
‘0
dear,
I
must
get
up;
but
I
don't
which
the
ever-restless
winds
came
and
went
traveller, with decision ; “ you needn’t pretend ing to Mr. Jennings, froze up generally. But thia theory is generally oorroct, and that there
remark, wlCn the Teuton embraced him, ac
H ate h im ! what for ?’
tually kissing his cheek os a man would kiss a t will. A lighting a t tho gate, a gray-hair- want to, ‘A fter breakfast, she adds, ‘W ell,
0 , I don’t know ; I ’m sure he is a snuff- to me that you keep that face of yours in re let us go on a little farther in company with was not a total eclipse of the sun’s light and
the cheek of agirl. “ Mein C ot,” said he
ed m an— the bride’s father, who was cutting 1 suppose I must go to work, but I don’t dried, conceited old wretch, and I ’ll wager pair on w ater.”
The landlord laughed heartily, and brought the astronomer, and listen to him as he tells h ea t; we shall see that the globe, as I have
man what fighu mit Sigel pays for beer when wood in the little front y ard — laid down his want t o ; ' ’and she goes to bed, saying,
I ish by—no, si?.’’ The result further was axe and came forward to take my horse. There, I have been passing all day, and a box of gloves he wears spectacles !’
his private bottle.
us, that though the swift-footed Mercury is a already intimated, would have been illy sup
‘ Nonsense, M ary ! why, he is only twen
th a t after the solder hod slaked bis thirst, the He had as I afterw ards learned, served in haven’t done anything !’ ’
little too volatile while dancing about tbe sun, plied w ith moisture from evaporation to fur
ty-six
’
German went out with him, proffering to him
Pebbly Beach philosophy. “ women”
for his eye, he is quite sure th at the beautiful nish the source of ice for the glaciers ; and the
‘ I don’t care— I know he’s rheum atic and
anything he might disirc. The affection felt the M exican W ar, and had still a soldierly
marked the contemplative man, “ are deep as
for Sigel by the German population of this city bearing. Taking the bridle, he Baid :
I t is no misfortune for a nice young lady wears spectacles for all that. A nd, Tom— the blue waters of yon bay.” “ Ay, s ir,” re Venus and tbe soldierly Mars have long since vast cold precipitated from the higher latitudes
upon tbe equatorial regions by the melting o f
* You are the minister, I suppose. W e to lose her good nam e if a nice young gen now if you’ll never, never breathe a word
is very great.
We see it illustrated nearly
plied the disappointed man, "and as full of passed their teens, and display the characterevery day.—Philadelphia Gazette.
had given you up, thinking you would not tleman gives her a better
iatics of m an-and womaahood. They have innumerable icebergs, would have cooled dowa
of this'—
craft.”

Liberty and Union, Now and Forever,
One and Inseparable.”
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the tropics, arrest,-d the great oceanic currents,
and thus narrowly contracted the theater of the
flora and fauna of the earth. Tie t o l d zone
would have had an uJira subtropical climate
S a t u r d a y , O c to b e r 1 9 , 1 8 6 2 .
w b Jru "n e v er had—and there indeed
r
have been called together, as in the ark of
the
grandest
scale,
colS.
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tokemund heavily garrisoned—thirty or forty
thousand men put into Texas under some such
commander as Kosencrans or Sigel—and then in
early November, two fleets of iron-clads, with
proper land supports under Gen. Mitchell,
simultaneously thundering a t the gates of
Charleston and Savannah. Would not this
wake up the very dead in treason, and »*-k’Ke
every loose pin, black or »*•’o'f the
fabric of
_eviuon: ’

to th ^ H ? - SH7 L“ ’ I 'or8eTeral days previous
to the 5th instant no mail had been received at
Mr £ Om, Nash’ ille, Tenn. On th at day
“
^ ark land, the mail agent, arrived
o crland. He reports that tho condition of
t ngs in Nashville is not pleasant to contem
plate. 1 be place is, as it were, shut out from
all communication with the world South or
North, and is a prey to all sorts of rumors of
disaster and defeat on both sides. General
Negley is in command with Borne twelve
thousand men, detetmined to defend it to the
last. Governor Johnson expresses his desire to
die rather than abandon the place. Provisions
are scarce and the garrison deficient in many
necessaries.
Foraging paties, 4with strong
escorts, have to be sent out at frequent intervals
to great distance to procure subsistence, which
is growing very scarse in the surrounding coun
try. Alarming reports of rebel successes in all
parts of the country are brought in. Brec kinridge was reported advancing with thirty thous
and men- Reports that Washinton was in pos
session of Gen. Lee; Memphis has been re-taken
by Price.
m;

F re e d o m fo r W h ite M en.
The following striking views upon the effect
of the war on the white men of the slaveholding
States, are from the Cambridge, Maryland,
Intelligencer;—“ We have never doubted
that tlie war which the rebels have inaugurated,
would prove to be the destruction of slavory.—
We so warned the people at the time that it
began, and events havealready proved the truth
of our prediction. It is truely, on tho part of
tlie rebels, a war of freedom to the black man
of the South. But this is not all. There is
another sense in which this is a war o f freedom.
There arc other men in the South to be freed as
well as black men. ‘ The white men of the
South need the strong arm of the government
to lift the yoko from their necks.’ These have
endured a slavery far transcending that of the
blacks. The social system of the South has
novel- been anything short of a despotism— a
tyranny equal to any of the age. The mind
has forever been bound here. Freedom of
opinion has never been tolerated below Mason
and Dixon’s line. Men have not been per
mitted to hold, much less express, their own
opinions. A man might conscientiously have
believed slavery to be a burden upon the State,
but he dare not let the public know that such
wero his convictions. He would at once be
proscribed in his business, and happy indeed
might he be if he escaped without a coat of tar
and feathers. Freedom of speech and the press
was a thing unknown in the Sonth.
‘ Moreover all the legislation has been in
favor of one class of the community. The
slaveholders, though constituting but one
twenty-seventh part of our population, have
ruled absolutely the common-wealth. And even
slaveholders, themselves ruling, have not per
mitted themselves to do as they pleased with
their own property. About two years since,
the legislature passed a law forbidding any one
from freeing his own slaves either by manumis
sion during lifetime, or by will after death.—
Here is blindness as well as tyranny. Such acts
are a lasting disgrace to our manhood. They
enslave the master as much as his negro.
11 Lot the inind lie free! Let the faculties
ho unlettered! There can be neither prosperity
nor happiness where these are enslaved. I t is
degrading to any people. We shall never ao
couiplish our magnifieentdestiny until these are
lree. The war is unbinding them. The true
glory of the war is not that it liberates the
black, but the white men of the South. They
are already beginning to shout for juy. And
when thp war closps, they will join their voices
in one loud hallelujah to the God of Liberty for
their deliverance. We look with pride and joy
to tho good time coming when American freemon shall bo freo iu deed, as well as in name.
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Cape R ace, Oct. 13, via Sackvillo, 14.—The
steamship Asia, from Liverpool 4tfi inst. and
Queenstown 5 th, arrived off this port at 2 p. m.
to-day (Monday.) She was boarded by the
news yacht of the Associated Press, and the
following despatch obtained ;—
The Asia experienced very heavy weather on
Saturday morning. In a gale from the north
west carried away starboard paddle-box, four
boats, a portion ot tho bulworks, the Captain
and Purser’s cabins, the wheel-house and one
of her wheels. The captain was injured, but is
recovering.
The steamship Australasian, from New York,
arrived a t Liverpool on the 4th.

T h e E a i d in t o P e n n s y lv a n i a .
N ew York, Oet. 12.—The' Times’s special
Washington despatch says that Gen. McClellan
telegraphed to the War Department on Satur
day that not one of the rebels iu Pennsylvania
should return to Virginia.
The Times s Frederick (Md.) correspondent
telegraphs that an officer of Gen. Slocum’s di
vision, Gen. Franklin s corps, went as far as
Greencastle on Saturday morning by train, and
then by locomotive to within a mile and a half
of Chambersburg. The track as far as he went
was all right, but i3 reported to be destroyed
beyond.
A large force of cavalry and artillery passed
through Hagerstown on Saturday morning, and
Gen. Franklin was there. The rebels carried
off the Mayor and Council of Mercersburg as
prisoners.
CARLiSL»)»Pa. Oct. 11,—A person directly
from Williamsport says we lost 60 men in the
action near Hancock where the rebels crossed
the river. Cox’s brigade, or a part of it, were
the force probably engaged, as they were order
ed in that direction several days ago.
Gen. Wool is here and troops are being or
dered to this point.
A heavy lorce of cavalry and artillery have
arrived here from Hagerstown to intercept the
rebels should they retorn.
The loss of the Cumberland Valley Railroad
is not much short of $40,000, including 4
second class engines. All the other engines
were saved. Two warehouses containing State
military stores were among the property de
stroyed.
The rebels were last heard of at Gettysburg,
apparently going toward Frederick.
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continued or not, would have been destructive
to thousands of species of fish, quadrupeds, changp has come over the feeling of the people
Mr. Spence, the Liverpool correspondent of
A
ccident.— While some of the workmen en
birds, &c., which no doubt were callcu .nto of the loyal States of our Union towards the
the Times again appears in that journal. He
existence long before the Glacial Era, and have English nation within eighteen months past.— gaged upon the new ship, at the South End,
compliments the North on the valor and skill
shown by its armies and Generals in Maryland,
were engaged in shoveling out chips from the
survived that great event.
and says it is now in a position to make peace
And in regard to the southern limit ot the When the Prince of Wales visited this country, hold of the ship upon the staging and thence
without dishonor, but the golden opportunity
Drift being an isothermal line of tho present he was received everywhere with the most lavish
arrangement of land and water on the globe, demonstrations of public welcome, indicative ol to the ground below, a largo block or wedge,
will be lost, as he thinks no peace is possible
which was unnoticed among them, fell upon a
on any other basis than the independence of the
we shall see that it is not. The line ol mean
D ecisions of tbe Tax Commissioner.—Tho
annual temperature of fifty five degrees of the good-will of our people toward the nation boy about ten years of age, named Martin
South, and as the North cannot be the first to
follwqing letter is published in the Newburyport
acknowledge
that independence, he suggests
Fahrenheit, the usual limits of boulder action of which the princely guest was,in the ordinary
Herald :
that Europe should remove the stumbling block
in the Central States, commences on the Aorth course of Providence, to be the future ruler.— Kinney, who was beneath, and broke bis log.—
W ashington, Oct. 10, 1862.
by recognizing the Southern Confederacy, that
American continent upon the Pacific side, near Old national prejudices and enmities had died He was struck upon the thigh causing a bad
the North may follow the example.
the mouth of the Columbia river, curves south
Sir—Your letter of the 2d inst. has been re
oblique fracture. 'The limb was set by Dr.
The exportation of arms and ammunition
easterly towards the mouth of the Ohio river, out and beco’me merged in a common sentiment Estabrook, and we believe the boy is doing received. A corporation whose buildings are
from England to America is rapidly increasing.
located not more than forty rods apart and who
and pursuing henco a direction nearly cast, of good-will and fraternity. But during the
The shipments for the first eighth months of
escapes from the continent not far from the progress of the Southern rebellion, all this has well.
have but one counting room, needs but ono
the year are valued at $308,000.
capes of the Chesapeake. This line strikes
license.
O 'T h e Portland Advertiser, which, while a
The New York correspondent of the Times
Europe near the mouth of the Loir ou the Bay become changed, and you now daily hear from
Owners of fishing smacks, captains owning
the
lips
of
Americans
expressions
of
reproach
Republican ” and administration paper, we their own vessels, selling their fish from the
says, under date of Sept. 19th, it is evident the
of Biscay ; crosses the middle of France , runs
decisive battle lias not been fought yet. All
north of the Alps and the Balkans to the Black and hatred towards the English people, and always distrusted and disliked for its “ hunker- ,’essle, in different ports, must be regarded as
that has happened is but preliminary to the
Sea, bisecting it and the Caspian ; curves south the hasty wish for a hostile settlement of ac ish ” proclivities after the accession of Mr. dealers and take out license where the owners or
final onslaught that is to make or mar Gen.
easterly to tlie great tableau of Thibet ; runs
managers live. Owners of smacks are tu lie
REPORTED ADVANCE ON CARLISLE.
McClellan, but that it is not likely, end how
along the northern slopes of the Himalayas ; counts with England, when we shall have fin Case to the editorial chair, is now, under the assessed where they reside. Persons selling
H arrisburg, P a,, Oct. 12.—The rebels en
it will, to make or mar the fortune of the
management of its owner, Hon. F. 0 . J . Smith, ice from their own ponds arc to be assessed as
and continuing east, strikes the Pacilic waters ished the rebellion.
camped
a
t Emmetsburg last night. The opera
Southern Confederacy. I says the resignation
ft'-ain, on the southern border of the Yellow
There is a cause for this feeling certainly, one of the most ultra of slavery-worshipping retail dealers. A person currying or currying
or abdication of President Lincoln is debated as tor at Carlisle ju st telegraphs that Bcouts re
Sea, near the latitude of the city of Nankin.— and to a great extent its foundation is just.
prints at the North. It surpasses even the and tanning in the same building is not required
port
the
rebels
as moving on that place, the u t
a matter of course.
Now boulder action is found not only as far
to take out a license for each. Owners of
The Army and Navy Gazette says “ The most excitement prevails a t Carlisle. The ex
south as the Ohio, but Prof. Agassiz told me he We had a right to expect of England a ditler- Boston Courier, and ought not to receive any whale Bhips, doing business on share with tho
citement
here
is
also very great. Trains were
South has tried the offensive and failed. The
found it among the mountab s of Georgia, two ent attitude towards the contest now going on support from loya} and patriotic citizens of crews, as you describe in your letter, cannot be
Confederates have shown great daring and leaving for Carlisle loaded with troops from
hundred miles south -of the parallel of that in tliis country from that which she lias assumed. Maine. The Daily Press is the daily paper of classed us commercial brokers, but may be as
Camp
Curtin
and
the surrounding country.
much tenacity but have been beaten. Gen.
river ; and it has been said to be evident in the Ab the boasted triends of freedom and constitu Portland. Its editors, in their past connec dealorrf. Grinders of bark urn not. rauuufaoMcClellan has shown that as a soldier he is at
mountains of New Mexico, five hundred miles
turers. Cider is a manufacture.
TUB RETREAT.
least equal to Lee or Jackson. The division of
south of the Ohio ; in Asia, it existed far south tional authority, the English should not ap tions, have always been outspoken and patriot
Very respectfully,
Intelligence was received on Saturday night
the Confedate army was a great mistake—a at 12 o’clock that the enemy were moving
of tho southern feet of the Himalaya moun pear before the civilized world as the sympa ic, and in the management of the Press have
GEO. S. BOUTWELL, Commissioner.
mistake a great General would convert into a towards Frederick, and had reached Woodstains : on the south-western slope of the moun thizers with an unholy rebellion whose cause made a live and loyal paper, which ought to To Amos Noyes Assessor, 5th Dist. Mas.
great disaster, but out of which a second rate borough, whieh is about eight miles northeast
tains of Lebanon, six hundred miles south of
receive a large and increasing patronage, while
General like McClollan could only get a respect of the city, they having diverged from tho
the line of mean annual temperature of fifty- and foundation is slavery.
Tho Richmond papers of the 8th instant
able success.
That the English people, as a mass, do occu the Argus and Advertiser are left to die of their have been received. The Examiner owns that
five degrees ; in Africa, twelve hundred miles
direct road from Emmettsburg so as to be able
south of this line—and it has been said to be py this position, we have always been slow to own virus.
F ran ce.
tho rebels have been defeated a t Corinth, and
to choose a rout east of Frederick on their way
found in the mountains of Abysinia ; and in believe, but that a large portion of the govern
compliments Van Dorn, who telegraphed after
The Bourse on the 3d inst was excited, and to the Potomac, if it should be necessary for
South America, in Guiana, on the flanks of the
the battle that “ all was glorious,” by telling
rentes advanced nearly 1-4 per cent., closing at their safety, Onjreaching Woodsborough Stu
ing
and
commercial
classes
stand
in
this
attiWe
are
indebted
to
Messrs.
C,
A.
Miller
Acaray hills, only a lew degrees north of the
him that his decision was peruiature, and that
72f. This is supposed to have been causod by art ascertained from his scouts that a large
equator. So we think that the approaoh of tude is undoubted, while the English press in and D. C. Smith (who had just returned from lie enjoys but a slender repotatiun fur ability
a rumor that the Papal Government had shown Federal force was stationed to intercept him,
boulder action towards the equator, is not a the interest of-thpfe classes, labors to deceive a bunting excursion to Moosehcad Lake) for a as well as veracity. The rebel Congress also
a more pliant disposition.
and that Gen. McClellan had discovered his
present isothermal line in either the eastern or
The Parjs patrio hears from good sources that movement eastward in time to afford am pie pro
very nice piece of venison which we received at blames Bragg for going into Kentucky, and
W uat is Capital ? —If a man is cultivating
western hemispheres. 1 think, therefore, that the people and mislead public sentiment. On
leaving
Tcnnesscto
take
care
of
itself.
nothing
is
more
likely
than
that
a
recognition
tection to the government property a t Frederick
corn with a hoe, tlie hoe is capital. It i“ thp
Mr. Jennings' theory of the Drift cannot be the other hand, the press of this country has their hands a few days since. I t was taken
saving of previous labor, and it iacilitatos his of the South on the basis of accomplished facts and vicinity. This made it necessary that ho
sustained by facts ; and I should not have thus denounced and magnified English hostility to from a fine deer which they brought home as a
F ire at Augusta. W c learn from the Farm industrial operations, aud thcde are the will very soon be on the tapis, England and should move rapidly to avoid capture before
noticed it at length ; but the entire article was our cause, and stirred up a corresponding resent trophy of their sport and a savory offering to er, that on Monday evening the Kennebec
reaching the Potomac. Four additional regi
characteristics of capital. Nearly all active France acting in concert.
well written, and appeared in a very respect
Iluusc, together with the stable and outbuild capital may bo properly regared as tools to work
ments had arrived during the evening by rail
ment among our own people, taking almost their friends.
able journal.
ings connected therewith, were destroyed by with. There id a regular gradation in imple
road from Harper's Ferry, with additional ar
A
royal
decreo
accepts
the
resignation
of
When, therefore, the concurrent testimony of every occasion to widen the breach between the
The Steamer Menemon Sanford.—This favor fire. The confectionary store and residence of ments from the simplest knife or ax up to the Conforti as Minister of Justice, and charges tillery to reinforce the force already here, which
the ablest physicists is, that relative changes of people of the two countries.
fact, it has been ascertained, was reported to
Wm.
Wendenburg,
adjoining,
was
also
de
most complicated machine or the largest manu Ratazzi witli the portfolio ad interim.
ite steamer having been most thoroughly over
land and water alone can alter the climates of
stroyed, and Wingate's variety store slightly factory. There is no placo in the ascending
The press has often been deliberately wron
La Discussione of Turin says Victor Eman tho enemy at Woodsborough. On receiving
the globe, it 6eems to me not only plausible,
hauled and repaired, and put in the best con singed.
scale whore a line of distinction can be drawn, uel’s daughter before leaving Italy, implored the information that the rich prize they antici
but absolutely certain, that the Glacial Era was inconsiderately hasty, or too superficial in its dition, will resume her place on the route in a
and these implements are in fact essentially of pardon and favor for tho persons guilty of par pated a t Frederick and Monocacy Junction,
introduced by the greater elevation of the con judgm ent, in both cases, and in neither case,
Counterfeit
three
dollar
bills
on
the
Mechanics
ticipation in the lato events. The prayer was consisting, besides the bridge, of twelve heavy
tinent. It readily follows then, that the for we believe, represents the real heart and con day or two, and will arrive here on her iirst and Traders Bank of Portsmouth, N. IL. arc the same character—they aie all tools in thp heard, and on Sunday, 5th inst., a Royal de engines, 200 loaded cars and great quantities
hands of industry
trip to Bangor, on Sunday morning. The pub
mula for the meteorological changes of North
in
circulation.
The
spurious
bill
is
entirely
siderate second thought of the people. In
There is capital, however, which cannot be cree will proclaim amnesty for Garibaldi and of hospital and army stores and wagons, they
America is :—as is the increasing or decreasing
lic will welcome her to our waters again with unlike the genuine. In the centre of tho
regared as of the nature of tools. Besides his his followers, excepting deserters from the started off' iu an easterly direction by the Lib
of our people
bight of the continent, so is the decreasing or stances that show, us that. a portion
erty Town road and Newmarket, on the Balti
. , . . ,
i much pleasure. M. W. Farwell, Esq., “ still counterfeit bill is a largo figure 11 3 ,” and on hoes, plows, wagons, &c., a farmer must have Royal army.
increasing amount of mean annual temperaturo. are too hasty and sweeping in their judgment
.. *
more turnpike. This movement required a
each side of the figure is a female in a circular food to eat and clothes to wear while raising
J
1 .
,
lives • and acts as her agent,
I n d ia .
{To be continued.) .
wider detour to reach the Potomae of 10 or 15
of English feeling frequently come under our
die; on the left lower corner—Washington on his crops, and this food and clothing have been
Bombay, Sept. 12.—Moro rain has fallen and miles, making it necessary to push for the fords
horseback.
notice. One of these we find in a letter lately
O ' The Penobscot Musical Association holds
accumulated from previous labor, and are there fears of a famine in Mcccan has abated.
A Live Yankee in China.—Some months ago
below instead of above the mouth of the Monfore capital; they aid the operations of labor,
Raosliib lias been banned.
written from London by Mr. Peter Sinclair, its annual session in Bangor this week, under
oeacy.
The Richmond Whig has a gloomy article on and are therefore active capital.
a brief notice was given in this paper of an
who very recently spent several years in the the direction of Leonard Marshall, Esq., of the condition of the confederate currency, and
Later.—Official despatches received here state
American named Frederick W ard, who, by his
Men everywhere work with tools; conse
S t e w a r t ’3 C a v a lr y D iv e n b a c k in to
that the rebels succeeded in escaping They
United States, and has rendered service to our \ Boston. About three hundred members are in admits that “ the publio mind is alarmed ou quently all wealth is the product of the joint
daring, added to a stroke of good luck, had
M a r y la n d .
crossed the Potomac near the mouth of the
the subject,” and adds ;
operations of labor and capital. When Eve
country
by
his
published
essays
on
the
cause
of
attendance
upon
the
session.
ranked himself high in the list of Chinese Man
H arrisburg, P a., Oet. 13—3.30 P. M. The Monocacy, having made a march of 90 miles
“ People begin to believo that the currency determined to sew some fig-leaves together, her
tho war, since his return home. lie says :
darins. A Shanghae letter in the New York
Martine’s P atent K erosene B urner.—We is regularly depreciating, and this very idea re first step was to procure a thorn or some other following dispatch has ju st been received from in 24 hours.
You do not know how deeply concerned
Herald givcE a full and interesting account of our people feel for the friends of freedom. The have used this little article, advertised and sold acts upon the currency itself. The chairman implement to work with, and that thorn was Col. McClure :
“ Chambersburg, Pa., Oct 13.—A messenger
this character, and of the means through which p rcs8 of both countries lias most wretchedly by Mr. W. E. Tolman, and find it all that is of the House finance committee has proclaimed just as really capital as a sewing machine of has just arrived at my camp a t Stevens’ Fur T h o B a t tle s o f C o r in t h and. H a t c h i e
his belief io a steady and progressive deprecia-. the present day. Thus, in the very first indus
C re e k .
lie attained his dignity and his fortune—esti- done everythin it could to alienate these two , recommended to be. Buy it and try it.
nace,
with information that rebel cavalry were
tion of confederate notes ; and this circumstance trial operation of the human race, the first step
met env I nm qclnniuii.'til flint
J
J
at Cashtown, at the foot of South Mountain, in
A report made by an officer of the Western
mated to be immensely large—from which we peoples ; and 1 must say I am astonished that
may already have produced some effect on the was to procure the necessary capital
some check lias not been put to the irresponsible
Adams County, this morning, in considerable Sanitary Commission to its President, dated a t
N eiv Book Stoke.—It will be seen by an ad public. Wc arc told that some of our most
take a few extracts :
power which it wjelds. I say the Press of this
Ax I mpostor E xposed —The Baugor Turns force. They have been driven hack from, the Corinth, Miss., on the 6th inst., says:
“ Two or three years ago the mate ofa const- country docs not represent the people—as you vertisement in our present issue that Mr. John distinguished officers have written to members
Potomac, and are trying to escape. Every
ing vessel came to Shanghae. He was neither , IUay sec by the vain efforts made to stir up dis- Wakefield lias opened a new book store, in of Congress requesting them to use their influ says a well-known spiritualist, having been effort is being made to cut them off' here and at
“ I arrived here this morning about 12
better norworse than mates usually
arc.
lie content amongst those who are suffering by the ! Custom House Block, where lie has a full stock ence in behalf of having confederate money previously enlightened by a Providence gentle Mercersburg, but they have a man Darned Lo o'clock, and have been busy all day and up to
made a legal tender, stating such a measure to man, has succeeded, as wc are reliably informed
was a green,boyish-looking fellowwith a fair
terrible want whieh tbe war has brought upon of M
books gtati
bangings,
gan, from Franklin County, and as he is a this time taking the names of the wounded.—
in
thoroughly
unmasking
the
means
by
which
he
absolutely
necessary
for
the
maintenance
of
Ekin and long black hair, which fell in glossy them. Our people need information; they
.
J’ 1 1
°
Foster, the pretended spiritual medium, prac superior guide, they may escape. A llo u rciti- 1 was compelled to go from bed to bed. Our
waves to his shoulders. There was no very don’t know the feeling of your people, as I wit- | patent medicines, etc. Mr. \\ akefield has had the arm y.”
tices the apparently wonderful feats whieh we zens have arms, and will join the troops in cut loss is about 750 killed and wounded, that of
great peculiarity about him, except that hiseye n c tse d it; they have an affection for the old long experience in this business, and will be
the enemy many times greater—nearer 3000
ting the rebels off.”
At Davenport, tlie other day, a rat, which and hundreds of other people have witnessed
showed a vigorous constitution and a most in country ; and when I tell them of it, they point happy to see his old friends and customers at
Hater.— Another dispatch, just received, says than 2000. This is the statement of the medi
was being chased by several persons, ran up a without hoing ablo to explain. At a sitting that the rebels are at Cashtown, Adams Coun cal director. Dr. Holstein, made to me this af
domitable pluck. He was pretty hard up and me to your papers. Let this cease on both
his new stand.
man’s leg inuide his trowsers. I t laid hold of with a number of prominent gentlemen of this
was unknown. He appeared hardly old enough sides, and soon both people will understand each
ternoon, and it is corroborated by every one,
the man's leg with his teeth, and held its grip city at the Bangor House, after deceiving all ty, and may attempt to pass by the mountain and consequently I have great faith in its cor
to have been much of an adventurer; yet his other.”
The Minutes of the fifty-eighth anniver
with such tenacity that the man’s trowsers had hut the gentleman who had been previously road south, perhaps by tho Shippensburg road, rectness. 1 can see through the hospitals that
life bad been a romance from the first. He had
This paragraph undoubtedly conveys much sary of the Lincoln Baptist Association are
or
may
bo
by
the
Greencastle
road.
posted,
he
was
publicly
exposed,
and
his
villainy
to he cut, and the rat was ultimately taken off
been with Walker in his earlier expeditions,
the secesh greatly outnumber the Union wound
and had had a taste of civil warfare in theSouth truth as to the real 6tate of the case. The press ready for delivery to the churches, and may with a piece of flesh between his teeth. The made plain to all. Foster has virtually ac
ed. As usual, there are horrible sights, hut
T b e W a r i n K e n tu c k y .
knowledged the truth of the charges by refusing
wound inflicted is stated to be serious.
American States. But it was not in the petty has fed the English people with falsehoods. he found at the bookstore of 0 . S. Andrews.
W
ashington, Oct. 13.—It is understood that more among the enemy than among ours.
to
give
any
more
“
manifestations,”
and
finally
struggles of such marauders alone that he had They “ need information,” and instead of too
Our wounded as a general thing arc much
A gentleman from Harper’s Ferry states that left town yesterday afternoon, without paying a dispatch from Gen. Boyle, dated at Louisville, less severely hurt than they were at Iuka, while
been schooled. He had been in the Crimea hasty recrimination, let there be more effort to
A n A ffecting Scene.—During the unrolling
during the terrible war whieh was enacted
on the top o fa pillar of one of the churches, his advertising hill ! The whole tiling, as we 10 o ’clock last night, was received, sayin;
the
enemy's are the other way.
of
the
War
Tableaux
at
Atlantic
Hall,
on
there. He had seen the world, in fact. He promote a lair understanding, and with Engwhich was much battered in the Antietam light, are assuied, is done by sleight-of-liand, and a was generally believed that the rebel Generals
There wus a tolerable good supply of hospital
liad occupied almost every position in the social lisli love of “ fair play ” and Yankee determina-; Wednesday evening, the entire audience was some one had written, in large letters, “ the mind keenly on the watch tu pick up the slight Bragg and Cheatham were both killed in the stores on hand, and our wounded have not
scale, and at last came to Shanghae the mate of tion to “ do what is rig h t,” (and have other overcome by a single act of devout womanhood. result of slavery. ” Hundreds had written est hit of information thrown out. Ilereatter engagementon Wednesday last near Bardstown: sufl'ered ; in fact, it is generally admitted that
we shall beware of all wonder-workers who that our loss in killed, wounded and missing
a coasting vessel, sound in health, and the
As the battle of Williamsburg was presented their names on the post below, endorsing the come to us endorsed by our Portland cotempo was between 1500 aud 2000, while that of the they arc more comfortable than they have been
sentiment.
owner of a great deal more brains than people people do it, too,) the effect upon the public
and
described,
an
aged
lady
in
the
ball
caine
raries
of The Press and Advertiser! Will our enemy was much larger, and we held the field after any battle in the West. It is intended to
generally gave Him the credit for. His name sentiment of both countries would doubtless he
brethren of the press look out for this humbug, that night and skirmished with them in retreat occupy the Seminary Hospital again, which
forward in front of the scene and audibly
on the ship's articles was then plain Frederick soon apparcut.
On a grocery store in Boston there is a sign and expose him everywhere?
hail tu he abandoned, as it was within range of
next morning.
Ward.
prayed—“ God bless our soldiers and Gen. Mc which bears the following inscription : “ Butter
When this dispatch left Louisville a courier the artillery. It will be something of a job, as
Soon after his arrival, the city of Shanghae
A C h a n g e o f W a r P o lic y .
there
are nearly 4500 sick and wounded in tents,
Clellan.” The entire crowd of spectators was Fit for a Webster, a Choate, a Clay, i or a Mc
Avas
expected
to
arrive
in
the
course
of
the
T he II iguts of I mpudence. Wc frequently
being threatened and pinched by the native
The following timely observations from the overcome and cheered and wept, wild with en Clellan At 12 to 17 cts and Tip Top.”
hear of instances which seem for tho time, to night, bringing tho details of the pursuit of out toward Iuka, one and a half miles from
rebels, neither the imperialists nor theirallies,
town.”
the
rebels
and
of
a
battle
which
was
probably
reach the very summit of impudence. The last
the English, could defend it. In this strait columns of the Boston Journal, arc not only thusiasm.
A Corinth correspondent says that Cmsarnnd one that has come to our knowledge is the story fought yesterday.
The Chicago Tribune has a special dispatch
Admiral Hope, R. N ., proposed and perfected pertinent to the present condition of the war,
Perry are immortalized for their briel'announeeGen. Boyle expresses his belie! in the truth dated Cairo, Oct. 10, conveying information re
The Atlantic Monthly for October will rank ments of victory. Gen. Rosecrans has surpass- told o fa young Boston lawyer, who was stand
with him a plan by which Mr. Ward might hut seem to us to indicate the general plan
of
the
account
of
the
killing
of
Gens
Bragk
ing
at
the
door
of
an
entry
ofa
Lawyers’
offices
strike a blow at the rebel headquarters inSoonwith the very best issues of this sterling maga c4 them both. His dispatch was:
in Court street, when a man and woman came and Cheatham in the action of Wednesday, ceived from a Corinth correspondent of the fol
kong, a very well fortified city on the Woosung most likely to have been determined upon for zine. The articles on “ The Resources of the
‘* I-u-kt-rtd the enemy.”
lowing p u rp o rt:
along and inquired of him if he knew where then prevalent in Louisville.
river. Ward organized a hand of eighty .Ma the fall campaign. For some time it has been Mr. II.'s offices was. 1 What Mr. I I . ? ’said
nila men, ran up the river and took the place reported that a general movement of our forces South ” and “ The Sanitary Condition of the
“ On Sunday morning, at daylight, on the
P e i i n s y lv a u i a S ta te E le c t io n .
The
inauguration
of
the
rebel
Governor
he.
’Mr.
II.,
the
lawyer,’
replied
the
in
Army ” treat these living topics of tho hour
by storm, for which service lie was paid the
Hatchie, the scouts of the Tennessee cavalry,
was soon to take place, and wc hope soon to see
Hawes of Kentucky, at Frankfurt, is described quirer. ’I am a lawyer,' said the enterprising
PniLADELt’iiiA, Oet. 14.—The election in this commanded by Capt. Ford of Missouri, accom
Euro of forty thousand silver taels, iiis blood
was up, and he wanted to take another city | 11 continued blow struck by our land and naval with much ability. “ David Gaunt ” is astorv as a very ludicrous affair. The Capitol at the young counsellor: ‘can’t I atteud'to your busi city to-day passed off quietly. The polls closed panied by the 5th Ohio, 3d Michigan, 2d Iowa,
some thirty miles beyond SoonkoDg, where tile forces
r ----- -1...11
which-e_i._
shall »i.~
shake the rebellion to its certainly not second to anything yet produced time was crowed with drunken soldiers, and the ness for you'?’ ‘ We wished to be married,’ at 8 o’clock. From returns received up to 8 7th Illinois and Tennessee Home Guards, started
rebels had retired and intrenched themselves center. Wc shall soon have a force which by the “ author of a ‘ Story of To-Day ’ and ceremony which lasted some ten minutes, was answerd the man. ‘Oh! very w ell,’ said our 1-2 o’clock the Democrats concede that Mayor in pursuit of the enemy, who had apparently
more strongly than before.
The Toutichin ought to be quite sufficient for the extensive ‘ Life in the Iron M ills',” who is a writer of funereal in its complexion. In less than eight hero,* just walk up stairs with me. ’ And so Henry, the Union candidate, is re-elected by started for Pocahontas. Coming up with his
hours alter it took place the new provisional he led the up stairs to the office of Mr. IL, 3000 majhrity.
chinned him exceedingly, and told him to go
rear guard at 1 A. M., about nine miles from
great power and originality. “ The Battle government skedaddled to parts unknown— whieh was in that entry, asked him if he
Lancaster, Pa., Oct. 14.—Thaddeus Stevens the town, skirmishing commenced, and our
in. He did go in, or, at least, as far ns the operations indicated below. Our army must
walls, and fell, shot in three places. He did soon number, iu active field force, nearly 900,- Autumn of 1862 ” is one of W hittier's very being impelled to that undignified step by stern ’ might have the use of his front offices for a few is re-elected to Congress by over 3000 majority forces continued dogging him until dark. Two
moments, in order to marry a couple, and, leave over George M. Steinman (Opposition). The of the enemy's batteries were successfully
not die, however—his constitution was too 000 men, while the enemy, with every effort, best poems. There is an article by the lament military necessity.’
being readily granted, preformed the ceremony vote for the Union State ticket is still better,— charged by our infantry during the afternoon,
strong for th a t—but fell back upon Shanghae,
ed Thoreau on “ Autumnal T ints,'1“ LearningThe
estate
of
the
late
David
P.
Broderick
has
must
fall
very
far
short
of
raising
a
force
equal
and received a fee of five dollars! This was the There is great rejoicing over the result.
Our troops were again on the march at day
to recover from his wounds and plan another
ton Spa,” by Hawthorne, a chapter of “ Mr. been sold at auction in San Francisco. The same young man who, about a year ago, charg
campaign. He was out again in a few weeks, to compete'with them. Our naval force is
H arrisbnrg, Pa., Oet. 14.—The Union ticket light, coming up with the enemy again at 11
but with a bole in the roof of bis mouth of the being largely increased, and with these gigan Axtel ” and other articles to make up the ex total amount realized upon the landed property ed seventy-five dollars for taking a deposition, has gained 100 votes in this city. A great A M., when our advance again commenced
and his price was cut down by Chief Justice Union victory throughout the State can salely harrassing the enemy’s rear, pressing them so
size of a cherry stone which gave a sort of na tic means, the increasing weakness of the rebel cellent literary feast. For sale at the book was upward of $170,000.
Allen to three dollars and a half. Such enter bo claimed. The following Congressmen are heavily that the teamsters were compelled to
sal twang to his speech. Meanwhile the
stores.
cause,
and
the
effect
of
the
President’s
procla
prise
is delicious, and we do not wonder that the probably elected : 15th district, Bailey, Oppo abandon their train. This was continued until
Tlie
Lynchburg
Republican
says
tliat
wheat
is
gazettes came down from Pekin, announcing
T he Continental Monthly for October is re going up in that market, a strictly prime ar mercantile community of Boston have shown sitio n ; 4th, Patterson, Republican; 10th night closed tho strife. In the meantime, when
his promotion to the rank of colonel. He be mation, wc ought to be able to strike home to
their
appreciation
of it by substantial marks Campbell (Union) is in doubt.
ticle
commanding
from
$2.60
to
2.65
per
bush
came a Chinese subject, married a Chinese wo the very heart of rebellion. The Journal says : ceived, and will be found an able and interest
within two miles ot Davis’ bridge, they were
ofapproval.—Srpingfield Republican.
man of the small footed kind, and was created
met by Uurlhut, who had a sharp engagement
ing number. The publishers announce this el. Family (lour is held at $19.50, extra $18,
“
It
seems
to
be
very
plain
that
if
the
new
superfine $17,50.
a mandarin of the blue button.
with them, turning the enemy back, who then
N c w n r k ST. J . C ity E le c lio u .
“ H e made a lew desultory rem arks,” said
When the rebels threatened Shanghae, the policy of the Government which is indicated in month that the magazine has changed hands
took a southerly course in the direction of
Newark, N. J ., Oet. 15.—The city election Kossuth, where they were again attacked in
French and English Admirals and Ward put the President's emancipation proclamation is to and now belongs to an association of men of
A Louisville (Ky.) dispatch says there wus the schoolmaster. Mrs. Partington stopped
their heads together and planned out a cam he efiectually tested, a change must be made in character and large means. Its political de skirmishing on Tuesday along the lines from suddenly in the bustle she was making around has gone heavily Democratic. The Democrats front by our forces, and turned toward Ripley,
paign against the invaders. W ard's Chinamen the present mode of prosecuting the war. partment will be under the control of Hon. Harrodsburg to Stanford. The rebels are try the table for tea, and gazed over her specs have carried nearly ail the wards, and retain a. in a southwestern direction from Kossuth.—■
were placed alongside the English and French With our forces along tlie coast remaining as
ing to get out of the State. It is thought that thoughtfully at him. Leauing, on a plate majority in the City Council.
Alter crossing the Hatchie and when about
forces, and they didn't disgrace themselves. quiet as they have been for the last five months, Robert J . Walker and Hon. F. I’. Stanton,— Bragg hurried outward because on the day of edgewise, as if to enforce her views by the sup
half of the distance to Ripley McPherson met
C n p tu r e o f n R eb el F o r tific a tio n .
wc
are
practically
operating
against
the
rebell
both
of
whom,
it
will
he
remembered,
were
They fought as well as any troops can light,
them in front and engaged them promptly.—
Perryville battle he heard that Price and Yan port it gave her, “ I suppose it was because he
ion
only
on
one
side.
The
vast
area
of
the
se
N ew York, Oet. 14.—A rebel battery of four Finding themselves sharply engaged in which
was weak,” said she, “ but Ayer' s P ills will
showing that good soldiers can be made even of
Dorn
had
been
beaten
at
Corinth,
and
that
he
removed
from
office
in
Kansas
by
Mr.
Buchan
cure him. I never knew 'em to fail. They are guns at Urbana, on tho Rappahannock, was
Chinamen. The allied forces cleaned the rebels ceded States is to remain measurably unaffected,
an, for refusing to be subservient to the in  could not get reinforcements from that quarter. very solitary in6uch eases.” “ Really, madam,” captured by our gunboats on the 7th, with the ever direction they might turn, and constantly
until
our
armies,
gradually
overcoming
all
op
out pretty effectually, news of whieh reached
Another dispatch says it is not believed that
sustaining heavy losses in prisoners, they found
Pekin, and shortly came the gazettes announc position, shall have reached and held it step by famous designs of the pro-slavery party, who there will be any more fighting iu Kentucky replied lie, “ 1 cannot guess your meaning.”— less of one killed and seven wounded.
it necessary to abandon all of their train.
“ You said dysentery,” said she, laying down
ing that Ward was promoted tu the rank of step. This is to throw away all our immense ruled him. Mr. Charles G. Leland and Edmund for the present.
W hat has transpired since then I have been
F r o m M in n e s o ta .
the plate and putting a spoon in the preserves
general and had his button raised another grade. advantages of a command of the sea, except Kirkc, author of “ Among the Pines,” are to
unable to learn.
merely
those
which
flow
from
the
blockade.
In
M ilwaukie, Oet. 14.—The St. Paul Pioneer
Ward has (fffered PiinceK ung to put down
Southern papers report the evacuation of “ I said desultory,” said he smiling, “ quite a
The
lists of casualties in the engagement of
“ No m atter,” said she, of the 12th says, d -spatches received by Gen Friday and Saturday are slowly coming in.—
the rebellion for ten millions of dollars, and the conduct of the most ordinary war, therefore, manage the literary department of the maga Jacksonville, Fla., “ by the Yankees, taking diflerent thing.”
looking up in time to box Ike’s ears, who was Pope from Col. Sibley report the Indian war, We shall be unable to procure full lists from
the Prince asserts that such a reward would he this would seem to be an unwise method of pro zine, while the old corps of writers is to be re all the negroes they could get.”
cedure. But how much more ro where the
putting paper down the chimney of the kero- so far as the Siouxs are concerned, as about any source until the official report is made.—
insignificant in comparison with the extent of
weapon, supposed to be of extraordinary moral tained and reinforced. For sale at the book
Reports prevailed on the southern side of the seuc lamp. “ The Pills are go'id for both, 1 ended. The entire force of the lower bands has The chief surgeon, Cel. Allen, reports that up
the labor. Ward is now quietly drilling his
effect,
is put into our hands, and we deliberate stores.
Potomac on Tuesday evening that the enemy dare say, for they cure almost all the diseases surrendered to Col. Sibley. He has probably to the 4th our loss in killed was 200, and
Dew recruits and swelling his army daily, pre
2000 prisoners. A cavalry force is in pursuit wounded 550. The wounds were, generally
paring for the next coming down of the rebels, ly shut ourselves out from an opportunity to
P eterson’s Magazine for November is re had advanced and were fi”-hting our troops at in the cornucopia.”
Centreville. Prompt arrangements were made
of Little Crow and others, who are making speaking, slight. On the other hand, the
which will ensue upon the approach of winter. wield or even exhibit i t !
If the offer of emancipation is, as its most ceived, and may be found at the book stores.
along our line to meet any emergencies, but as
A New Naval P ower.—Not more than fif their escape. Twenty Indians have been con enemy were, as a general thing, severely wound
Dozens arc applying every day to join him—
members of the police force, marines and sailors sanguine friends think, a conducting rod that
ed—being the result of grape, canister and
Godey’s Lady’s Book for November is re no tiring was heard in that direction, the teen years ago, when the subject of a revision victed se far.
alarm soon subsided.
from the men-of-war and the shipping; but is to ignite and explode the whole rebellion—
of the Navigation Laws was before the English
shell. We had, at that time, buried 2000 of
he is very judicious in taking them into his em then it must be laid where it will reach the ex ceived. It contains a most excellent steel plate
Parliament, it was stated that the Prussian
An Eastern paper savs, in relation to the the enemy's dead, and had 1000 cases, of
plosive material. But if, as others suppose, it engraving, entitled “ Heavenly Consolation,”
ploy. He lias now some thirty or forty Eu is
Movement of T roops from Camp L incoln.— tleet numbered only seventeen small vessels, but surrender of Harper's Ferry, that “ Gen. Wool which twenty-five have died to-day in the hos
tin ark of safety to those who seek it, and will
ropean officers under him, and has his head
and is a very attractive number, “ Marion The 25th Maine Regiment, Col. Fessenden, will now it is anuounccd that, even with her limit is down upon Col. Ford.” Prentice thinks it pitals. Their hospital cases included only those
quarters a t Soonkong, where the strictest dis disintegrate the national conspiracy by reasun Ilarland,” the popular authoress, has been en leave for Boston in an extra train at 8 o'clock ed sea-coast, she will soon have a fleet of seven is natural that wool should be upon sheep.
who were so severely wounded as to render their
of the numbers who shall thus be drawn away
cipline is enforced.
ty men-of-war, carrying 568 guns. The Baltic
removal, impossible. The rebel wounded were
its support—then, too, it should ho borne gaged to write exclusively for Godey's the en tomorrow morning (lGth ) The soldiers have is to he the principal maritime station, the
So far as personal appearance goes, Ward is from
removed
to Ohoka to-day.
been
furnished
with
all
their
clothing
and
Rev. F. A. Hodsdon, late pastor of Univerboldly and from every quarter into the very suing year. Now is the time to get up clubs.
the very ideal o f a hero. His face now, from
Col. Baker of the 2d Iowa, and Major W. D.
equipments, and the guns arrived last night in Government having selected the port of Jas- ialist Church, in Belfast, is going to the war,
much exposure, is pretty well bronzed, but is heart of the rebellion. As things are now, the Published by Louis A. Godey Philadelphia.— the steamer from New York. The 23d Regi mund, in the Island of Rugen. The cost of the having been appointed chaplain of the 24th Coleman, who held a eaptainss' commission in
naturally very pale and full and round. His slaves ten miles from Hilton Head, Pensacola, Sold at the book stores.
the regular army, and was adjutant on Stanley’s
ment Col. Virgin, will leave on Saturday morn fleet and the dock yards is estimated a t fifty Regiment.
hair is of the deepest black, and he wears it or New Orleans, arc situated the same as they
staff, died yesterday.
ing, and the 27th, Col. Tapley, on Monday million dollars.
falling in curls to his shoulders ; and a slight would be in the back country of Georgia or
I regret to say that although he is in good
morning next.—Press.
A
factory
in
Newark,
N.
J
.
,
with
12,500
Alabama.
No
loyal
arm
reiches
them,
and
A dvantage of a W ooden L eo.—A wooden
Gentlenanly Ladies.—In a railroad car the knapsacks ready for delivery was burned Thurs spirits, and bears his wounds with much tin i
imperial and moustache serve to make the palor
of iiis face more noticeable. His person is slight they have no rallying point or source of en legged amateur happened to be with a skirm
seats were all foil except one which was occupi day night. Loss $19,000.
ness,
the surgeon’s report is unfavorable *n
In one of the Portsmouth public schools, a ed by a pleasant looking Irishman, anu ato n e
but all muscle. Although not above five feet couragement and protection. The resource of ishing party lately, when a shell-hurst near
Gen. Oglesby’s case. The ball penetrated the
in higlit, and with a build exceedingly diminu insurrection alone remains to them, and that him, smashing Iiis artificial limb to bits, and hoy who was reading the morning lesson from of the stations a couple of evidently wellbred
body
and
his recovery is considered doubthl.”
I t is stated that $70,000,000 to $80,000,000
tive, he has been known to whip half a dozen is difficult just in proportion to the sense of sending a piece of iron through the calf of a the New Testament, rendered ono verse thus :— and intelligent young ladies came in to procure
six-footers with an ease and rapidity truly as insecurity, and the consequent watchfulness soldier near him. The soldier ‘ grinned and “ This is the hair comb ; let us kill him.” I t seats. Seeing none vacant, they were about to ofcounterfeit confederate money is in circulation
A minster, putting his hand upon a young
and discipline among the whites, produced by bore it like a man, while the amateur was should have been, “ This is the heir ; come let us go into the hack car, when Patrick arose hast at tho South. The Charleston banks have six
tonishing.” —Boston Journal.
the nearness of Federal troops. But the hopes loud and emphatic in his lamentations. Being kill him .”
ily and offered them his seat with evident plea or seven millions of the stuff received as good urchin’s shoulder, exclaimed, “ My sin, I hoOne night last week the house of Dr. Hatch, of the friends of the new policy are not based rebuked by the wounded soldier, lie replied,
lievo tho devil has got hold of you ’ “ be
money.
sure.
‘
Butyou
will
have
no
seat
for
yourself,’
in Hillsborough, N. H., was entered by a burg on 6ervile insurrection.
lieve so to ,” was the reply.
‘ Oil, y e s; it’s all well enough lor you to hear
H omicide in K nox —The Belfast Age gives responded one of the young ladies with a smile,
lar, who passed through six doors, three of
But let us suppose the present plan of op- it. Your leg did not cost you anything and
It is stated that Illinois has raised 12,000 men
which were closed, to his bedroom, took his peratiqns—whieh, we presume has been dictat will heal up ; but I paid $200 cash, for mine.’ an account of the drowning o fa iittle child of hesitating with true politeness to accept it.
two years by its mother, in the town of Knox.
‘Never you mind that 1’ said "the gallant over and above the quotas demanded of the
Gen. Jeff. C. Davis, who she- Gen. Nelson,
coat, pants and vest from a chair by his bed ed mainly by our scarcity of troops during the
She is a married woman named Kuowlton, and Hibernian, ‘ y'er welcome to it.—I d ride upon State. Kansas has raised 11,000 men, which is still in close confinement a t the Galt House,
side, and passed out the back door. Then hav summer essentially changed. Let us suppose
number constitutes One-ninth of her entire Louisville, not being permitted to leave hia
belonged
in
Damariscotta.
While
in
Knox
on
the
cow-catcher
to
New
York
any
time,
for
a
E
lection
in
W
ashington
C
ounty
.—The
Coun
ing rifled the pockets of about $40 and some the Army of the Potomac over the liver and
population.
room.
papers, he left the pocket-book and departed, advancing rapidiy against Lee upon Richmond ty Commissioners of Washington held a meet a visit she tried twice to drown her child in a Binile from such jinllemanly ladies !’ and he re
ing last week a t which, after counting the /en d , and succeeded the second time. She was tired liastly into the next car, amid the cheers
without disturbing any one about the premises.
\ icksburg taken a t all events, no matter if vote of the County, they declared Ignatius at iirst discharged in the belief of her insanity, of his fellow passengers.—Albany Argus.
Commissioner B utwell has decided that the
The same operator probably perpetrated a sim 40,000 men have to be detached thither for a
Captain Nathaniel Kimball, a well known
same firm doing business in different places
ilar crime on the premises of Dow Wyman, and week or two, and the Mississippi virtually Sargent elected County Treasurer, and James C. but other circumstances arising to throw doubt
The hog cholera is fearfully prevalent in Vir must have a license for each place whore the steamboat and ship owner, died at Gardiner,
Adams Register of Deeds, both of whom are upon it, sue was again arrested, and the case is
secured a considerable sum.
turned into a cordon of gunboats—Mobile Republicans.
Me., on Tuesday.
| buineas is carried on.
now before the Grand’ Ju ry .
j ginia, and a meat famine is dreaded.

Prom the South W est.

SPECIA L

Saturday , oct. n
Sch Martha Ann,------- , Mt Desert.

NOTICES.

Cincinnati, Oct. 15.—Gen. Granger’s ad
vance took possession of Paris, Ky., to-day.
A special despatch to the Commercial says a
large portion of Gen. Curtis's army left Helena
so ue days since, ascended the Mississippi and
C L E M ’S SU M M E R C U R E
disembarked at Cape Girardeau. Their desti
nation is unknown.
—AND—
Louisville, Oct. 15.—The Journal has a des
patch from Frankfort saying that Kirby Smith
and his command have been captured between
Lexington and Harrodsburg. Headquarters here
are unadvised of this and discredit the state
T h a t fo r th e c u r e o f D i a r r l ic n o r D y s e n te r y
ment.
in persons of all ages, no medicine has ever come
The 6ame paper says that Basil Duke, brotherto the knowledge of the public, that so effectually
in-law of John Morgan, has been killed, that
does its work Hnd at the same time leaves the
bowels in an active, healthy condition ns
3000 rebels came into Lexington this morning
and that our forces have captured $100,000
C LEM ’S S U M M E R C U R E .
worth of jeans from Smith’s command. All T h a t fo r C h ild r e n C u t t i n g T e e t h , i f tr o u b le d
this needs confirmation.
.
with Diarrhea or any irregularities af the Dowels,
all other remedies are insignificant as compared
Nashville (l'enn) papers of the 12th say the
with
Federals are concentrating a large force at Fort
C LE M ’S S U M M E R C U R E.
Donelson, and mean to clear that portion of
Tennessee of the rebels. Many rebel families T h a t fo r C h ild r e n tr o u b le d w i t h C a n k e r in
the
mouth or stomach, or mothers suffering from
a t Clarksville arc preparing to leave. The rose
nursing sore mouth, a safe and speedy cute is ef
water policy with the rebels is to be abandoned.
fected by the use of
Guerrillas are committing all sorts of depre
C L E M ’S SU M M ER C U R E.
dations in Owen county.
a t fo r C o u g h s , H o a r s e n e s s a n d B r o n 
The Memphis Bulletin 6ays the guerrillas be T hchial
affections, there is no remedy extant that so uni
versally affords relief as
yond Raleigh have been burning all the cottou
they could come across.
H O W E S ’ C O U G H P IL L S .
A rebel officer, writing from Lexington, says T h a t fo r a t ig h t n e s s o r W h c c z i u g o n th e
the rebel Gen. Clairborne was killed near Perry
Chest, Pains, in the side or a long stunding Hack,
the best known remedy is
ville and the rebel Gen. Wood wounded. The
battery command was transferred to Gen. Pres
H O W E S ’ C O U G H P IL L S .
ton. The officer also writes that the rebels had
it n s n n e x p e c t o r a n t a n d a m e li o r a t i n g
15,000 men in the Perryville fight.
agent in cases of Phthisic. Whooping Cough, and
Confirmed Consumption, the public have already
The main body of our cavalry is this evening
rendered their united verdict in favor of
near Crab Orchard.
H O W E S ’ CO U G H P IL L S .
The rebels are in full retreat in two columns
towards Cumberland river.
Clem's
Summer Cure is a pleasant,
The steamer John T. McCoombs takes 500
paroled rebel prisoners to-night to Cairo en a g r e e a b l e d e c o c tio n o f B o o ts a n d B a r k s
and
contains
not a particle of opium or drug of any
route for Vicksburg, and 500 will go to-morrow.
sort. It always does good, and never does harm.
It is reported, but discredited, that the rebel
“ By their works ye shall -know them.”
General Buckner was severely wounded in the G. C. Goodwin Co., Boston, General Agents for New
England. H. H. H ay, Portland and B. F. B radbury,
attack made by the rebels on Gilbert’s force on General
Agents for Maine.
the Sth inst.
Sold in Rockland, by LEVI M, BOBBINS; in. Thom
by GEO. I. ROBINSON; in Rockport by CARLE
There is no confirmation of the death of aston
TON 4c NORWOOD; in C»mden by JAMES PERRY.
Bragg and Cheatham.
XT Sold in all the principal tow ns. and cities in the

SU N D A Y , Oct. 12.

CO U R A G E IN V A L ID S!

Sch Equal, Kelloch, Portsmouth.
“ M S Partridge, HU, Boston.
“ .mno, Robinson, Thomasi on.
Bark Antietam, Farnsworth, Vinalhaven for Pa,
MONDAY, Oct. 13.
Sch J Pierce, Norwood, Bangor.
WEDNESDAY, Oct. 15.
Sch Emma Fuxbish, Kendall, Portland.

Howes’ Cough P ills

The E lections.—The elections of Tuesday
were of great importance, as representatives to
Congress were chosen on that day in four Stites,
Pennsylvania. Ohio, Indiana and Iowa. Penn
sylvania elected twenty-four members, losing
one under the new apportionm ent; Ohio, nine
teen, losing three ; Indiana, eleven, just hold
ing her own, and Iowa six, gaining four over
her present number. The whole number to be
elected was therefore sixty, or one-fourth of the
whole House.
It was apprehended that from various causes
the republicans might lose in some of the dis
tricts, the democratic party being strong in each
of the four States. So far as the returns have
come in, however, they appear to be favorable.
There aie still three or four districts to be heard
from in Pennsylvania, but so far the account
stands so well that it can hardly show a final
loss of more than two or three at the outside.
Indiana appears to be divided precisely as be
fore, From Ohio we have very few returns,
but these 6eem to leave the account very fairly
balanced ; and in any case the defeat of Vallandigham might well console us for the loss of
a district or two. It would not be surprising
upon the whole, if enough administration mem
bers were gained in the lour additional districts
in Iowa, to balance all that is lost elsewhere.—
The October elections are always so significant
of the issue in November, that these results arc
of no slight importance.—Boston. Advertiser.
F r o m C n lifo i'iiio .

San F rancisco, Oct. 15.—Arrived ships Enoch
Train and Criterion, Boston.
Sailed ship
Christopher Hall, Valparaiso.
The unsettled condition of Eastern military
affairs has a dispiriting effect in the mercantile
community here which is unable to account for
the unprecedented rise in gold. Little business
is doing. Wool has declined 4c on account of
a decline in exchange on New York. With the
present rates oI exchange shipments of domes
tic produce to the Atlantic ports must cease.
State Senator Baker, elected lrom Fuller
county la6t year, was arrested to-day by order
of Gen. Wright, for uttering treasonable lan
guage in a public address He and Assemblyman Kewen, recently arrested at Los Angelos,
are now confined at Alcutris.

State.
H O W E S & C O .,P r o p r i e t o r s .
B e lfa s t, M e.
(rs24)

J . S. IIA L L & CO.,
o . 3 , S p e a r B lo c k . R o c k l a n d ,

D ealers

NEW BOOK STORE.

Francis, Dobbin, Cutler.

S ailed.
FRIDAY, O ct. 10.

Sch H K Dunton, Sherman, New York.
“ Forest, Wilson. Providence.
“ George tk James, Mills, Portsmouth.
“ J Pierce, Norwood, tiuugor.
“ Glide, Haskell, Boston.
“ Harriet, Glover, Boston.
“ Lucy Blake, Everett, New York,
Sloop Wave, Smith, Jonesport.
SATURDAY, Oct. 11.
Sch Neponset, Ingraham, Salem.
‘‘ Sea Fan, Met chant, Deer Isle.
“ Leo, Coombs, Boston.
SU N D A Y , Oct. 12Sch Superior, Robinson,------- .
“ Martha A nn,------- , Mt Desert.
“ St Lucar, Barns, New York.
“ Hardscrabble, Gregory, New York.
WEDNESDAY, Oct. 15,
Sch Francis, Dobbjn, Cutler.
*• J Pierce, Norwood, Bangor.
Bark Aniietum, Frarnswortli, Philadelphia.
Sch Oregon, Pratt, New York.
“ Massachusetts, Gott, New York.
“ Equal, Kelloch, New York.
“ Uncle Sam, Spalding, Boston.
*
“ Ada Ames, Ames, Dix Island to load for Washington
THURSDAY, Oct. 16.
Sch Gertrude, Cassidy, Spruce Head to load for N Y .

Wentwort
aj course.

_
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L aunched—At Millbridge, Me, 8th inst, from the yard
of E. Dyer, Esq, a fine barque of 400 tons, called C E
R osamond, owned by Messrs Owen Ar Curnegie, Capt
Fickett (who will command her), W atren Ray aud others.

in the room formerly occupied by M. E, T hublo, next
door South of A. H- K imball &. Co., where may be
found all the variety o f
•

DHA LO N ’S WORMWOOD
J- TONIC, for sale at

FANCY ARTICLES,

H A A 'G L y'G S,

T. A. WENTWORTH

of eveyy quality, all descriptions of

B O O K S ,

COLOGNE,

PERFUM ERY,

O. H . P E R R Y

BIG STOCK

J . WAKEFIELD.
43tf

Rockland, October 14, 1862.

F r e e d o m N o tice.
umner

EDER FAl.ES, Administrator of the Estate of BAR
NEY SHEA, late of St. George, in said County, de
ceased, respectfully represents, That the Personal Estate
of the said deceased is not sufficient by the sum of one
hundred Dollars to answer just debts and charges ol Ad
ministration :—he therefore prays that lie may be empow
ered and licenseil io sell and convey so much ol the Real
Estate of the said deceased us may be sufficient to raise
the said sum with incidental charges.
BEDER FALES.

B

BOOTS, SH O ES ,

A Sudden Change of B ase. Some of the
members of the 19th Maine Regiment, encamp
ed on Bolivar Hights a few days since, found
four conical shells, which were probably left by
our troops on the surrender of the post. Wilh
true Yankee ingenuity the soldiers sought to
convert them to a useful purpose.
So, setting these shells upon their base, and
placing upon them the Irying pan containing
the meat, a fire was built under it, which was
soon in full glow, the meat cooking to the
apparent satislaction of all, wheu, suddenly, a
change came over the spirit of their dreams.
Bang! bang! went the shells, the pieces flying
in every direction—the frying pan, with the
steak, taking an upward direction, and they
have not yet been heard from, being doubtless
blown to atoms and scattered to the four winds
o f . heaven, thereby depriving the expectants
of their anticipated luxury, and a t the same
time so frightening them that supper was
neither required nor thought of.
Pieces of the exploded shells were thrown
in every direction, one piece of which passed
through the tent of the surgeon of the G9th
Pennsylvania volunteer regiment. Fortunate
ly, however, no person wa6 in any way injured,
while the lesson taught will doubtless be of
mnch value in the future.
T he F irst P eru, lor civil business, of the new
Police Court, for the City of Rockland, will be
hoiden on the first T uesday of May, 18C1, and
hereafter, on the first Tuesday of each month,
at nine of the clock in the forenoon.
No action w ill-be entered till the w rit is
placed on file, which must be done during the
first hour of the Court, on the returned days.
No second continuance will be granted, ex
cept by agreement of parties, or for cause
shown.
No credit will be given for fees of this Court.
M. W. FARWELL, Judge.
Rockland, April 24,1801.

W AR

Please examine our S T O C K and P R IC E S
before making your purchases.

G E N T’S F U R N IS H IN G

JYE I P P R I G S T O R E ,
W I L S O N & W H I T E ’S B L O C K .

V ienna M atches.
THESE Matches are the only ones used by the Royal
Families, Nobility and. Gentry nf Europe, and they are
the vnly matches which should be used by respectable
families in this country; being without a sulpher; odor
less, smokeless, varnished, waterproof, and beautifully
colored, in fancy and round boxes, and nt a price wh’ch
brings them into competition with the disagreeable, suffo
cating sulphurs made in this country. For the sick room
and parlor they are an indispensable necessity und luxury.
Imported and for sale, wholesale and retail, by
J. M. & P. RICHARDS,
111 Commercial Street , Boston.
Country Merchants call and see Samples.
October 18, 1862.
3m43
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A R R A N G E M E N T .

FIRE INSURANCE CO.

and other articles usually kept by DRUGGISTS. Aud of

H A R T F O R D , CONN.
I? a t c n t M e d i c i n e s ,
he has every kind in the market, which he offers at Whole
sale and Retail.
A liberal discount made to persons buying to sell agsiu. Chartered 1819.....................C ash C a pita l , §1,500,000
See Advertisement.
Rockland, Jan. 15, 1861.
4tf
Insures property of all descriptions at equitable rates
WM. H. BEIDERS, Waldoboro’.
Agent for Knox and Lincoln Counties.

M A R R IA G E S .

TIIE LARGE AND STANCH STEAMER

M ENEM ON

SA N FO RD ,

CAPT. E. II. SANFORD,
Having been most thoroughly over
hauled, repaired and put in the best
possible condition, will resume her
place on the outside route, leaving Bos
ton Saturday afternoon 18th inst, arriving in Rockland at
about 5 A. M., Sunday morning, touching at all the land
ings on the river She will thereafter leave Bangor for
Boston every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 11 o’clock,
P. M., arriving at Rockland at about 5 o’clock, P. M.
R eturning ,—Leaves Foster's South Wharf Boston for
Bangor, and intermediate landings on the river, every
TUESDAY and FRIDAY afternoon at 5 o’clock, arrhing
at Rockland every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY
morning, at about 5 o’clock.
F A R E —F r o m R o c k la n d to B o s to n , § 2 ,5 0 *
River Fares as usual. Freight nt usual rales.
M W. FARWELL, Agent.
Agent’s Office at Police Court Room.
October 16, 1862.
4Gtf

E . H . C O C H R A N , R o c k la n d ,

E c o n o m y is

DEATHS

G
Boots and Brogans, at
WORTH’S
G ENTS, Boys and Youth’s ThickWENTH
L*
WENTWORTH’S.
^ lE N T S ’ Fur Collars,at
WENTWORTH’S.
JgU FFA LO Coats, at
WENTWORTH’S.

October 10, 1862.

P

421f

Have received and offer for sale a complete assortment of

W ENTW ORTH’S.

T>O YS’ New Style Caps, at
_D

WENTWORTH’S.

S 1 EN. Corcoran Ilats, at
(jT

W ENTWORTH’S.

/C H ILD R EN ’S New Style Caps, at
V,
W ENTWORTH’S.
TMJRNSIDE and Dupont Hats, at
£)
WENTWORTH’S.

T

JLj

SEA SO N A B LE GOODS

ADIES Beaver Trimed Riding Hoods, at
WENTWORTH’S.

T1UR Trimmings, at

Jj

are best for the seller as well t
October 10, 1662.

K EREO SEN E BU RN ER,

A

Notice.

T

JO U R N A L .

C

W anted.

Ia A

I AT s

,

I. PensiotiM fo r I n v a li d s disabled in the mili
tary or naval service of the United States.
I I . P e n s io n s fo r W i d o w s of Officers, Soldiers
or Seamen, dying of wounds or diseases received in the
i service.
. I I I . P e u » io u s fo» C h ild r e n under sixteen years
I> I t
A. W I> F A. 3V C Y
; of age, if no Widow survives.
I V . P e n s io n s fo r d e p e n d e n t M o t h e r s of such
deceased persons it they have left no Widow or Children
under sixteen.
V . P e n s io n s fo r d e p e n d e n t S is t e r s under
sixteen years.
B o u n t i e s a n d B a c k P a y .—1st, to W id o w ; 2d,
if no Widow to C hildren ; 3d, if no Widow or Children
io F ather ; 4th if no father living to Mother ; 5th if no
to call liefute buying elsewhere and examine) their slock. parents living to brothers and sisters.
By so doing it will he inucit to tlieir interest.
N o c h a r g e u n t il th e C la im i s S e c u r e d .
Apply in person or by letter to
O. G. H A LL,
Respectfully invite purchasers of

Y

R e m e m b e r th e P la c e .

Octolter 2, 1662.

MAYO. & KALER,

Lost.

her moorings at Dix Island, Muscle Ridges, on
TUESDAY night, Sept. 30th, a Connecticut built one
F ROM
sail center board boat, about 22 feet long and about 10

C O R X E R ST O R E , P1L L SB U R J' B L O C K ,
Opposite Thorndike Hotel.
October 10, 1362.

feet wine, puiuted black outside, with a white streak and
"reC’1 hotiom. Yellow deck, blue streak inside, a counter
"tern \ ” hi,e niast head and small stationary fly. Whoever
will
said boat or give information of her where. h o u i X l o ’ sui.abiy rewarded.

42tf

N ew G oods.

October 2, 1862.

L a-V o n e s D ia g ra m s ,
JpOIl Cutting Ladies Dresses.

IA S taken the Store recently occupied by C. C. Chand1 ler. Corner o f Maine and Lime Rock. Streets, and is
ow opening an entirely New Slock of Goods, consisting
r

S ta p le a n d F a n c y G ro c e rie s ,

M asts for Sale.
lot just received, measuring from
t) to 86 feet in length and from 17 to 27 inches
A GLARGE
through. Apply to
I Rockland, Sept. 11, 1862.

M R . L. B. W E T H E R B E E ,
Will give instruction on the

P IA N O -F O R T E ,

COUNTRY PRODUCE, FRUIT, NUTS, CON
FECTIONERY, &o.
Consumers will And my Goods FRESH and of ihe BEST !
m a i I'i'v
,u; ii i,« .mu.i o»
i nwRM'T p r i p r s
I

T 1W S S T 3Z > E I

XjIJSTES.

T R IP S

A

sa^e at

MISS F. J. K IR K P A T R IC K Bonnet R ooms.
Rockland, August 21, 1662.
35tf

W I L L I A M J . BO N D

W EEK.

Reference given if rtquired,
Rockland, August 28, 1862.

OLD
IN

TUE

F R IE N D S
R IG H T

PLA CE

H e r r ic k 's S u g a r C oated P i l l s !
The best funily Cntherlle in
ihe World.
Used twenty
Cars by

BANGOR, PORTLAND, BOSTON, LOWELL
AND LAWRENCE.

f iv e m i l l io n s
The splendid and fast sailing steamer

D A N IE L

OF PERSONS

W EBSTER,

ANNUALLY;

NEW FALL AND WINTER

always give satisfaction ; con
taining nothing injurious; pat
ronized by th*» Principal phy=.
aicians in the UNION; elegant
ly coined with sugar. Large
|Boxes25 cents; 5 Boxes one
dollar. Full directions with
____________ each box. Warranted superior
to any Pills before the public.
H e r r i c k ’s Ki<l S t r e n g t h e n in g P l a s t e r s c u r e
in five hours, pains and weakness of ihe breast, side and
back, and Rheumatic complaints in equally short periods
of lime Spread on beautiiul white lainb skin, their use
-ubjecis the wearer to no inconvenience, and each one
vill wear from one week to three months. Price 18 3-4
cents.
Herrick’s Sugar Coated Pills and Kid Plasters are sold
in all parts of the United Slates, Canadas and South
America and may be obtained by calling for them by their
full name.
Dr. L R. HERRICK & CO., Albany, N . Y .
The above articles are sold by F. G. COOK, C. P. FES
SENDEN, J. 8. HALL & CO., and LEVI M. ROBBINS,
Rockland; C. M. Knight, Rockport; James Perry and E.
C. Fletcher, Camden; W. K. Duncan and David Howe,
Lincolnville; II. N. Lancaster «fc Co., Northport.
E. BLASHFIELD, T ravelling Aubnt.
February 13, 1862.
3p8Iy

D R ESS GOODS

U. S. N a v y .

Having had a thorough renovation and every birth in
Cabins and Staterooms painted, resumes her trips from
Portland, MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 6th, und
from Bangor, WEDNESDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 8th
connecting with the cars on the upper and lower roads,
fir Boston, Lowell and Lawrence, und continue to run as
follows : —
Leave BANGOR every MONI)AA’, WEDNESDAY and
FRIDAY mornings, at 4 o’clock,arriving at ROCKLAND
at about 9 o’clock, A. M., and arriving at PORTLAND in
season for the 3 o’clock trains from BOSTON.
R eturning —Leaves PORTLAND for BANGOR and
interinediaie landings on the river every MONDAY.
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY evening, on the arrival of
the cars from BOSTON, arriving at ROCKLAND every
TUESDAY,THURSDAY and SATURDAY morning ut
about 3 1-2 o’clock.
P A R E —From Rockland to Boston,
Lowell or Lawrence,
§3.O O .
From Rockland to Portland,
§ 2 .0 0 .
River Fares as usual. Freight taken at usual rates.
M. W. FARWELL, Agent.
Agent’s Ollice at Police Court Room.
October 10, 1862.
42tf

WENTWORTH’S.

T ADIES’ Stone Martin, Amer, Sable, Fitch, Squirrel.
| j Cony und River Sable Victonnes, Capes, Half Capes,
in which customers can find Goods to suit their wants at Tippets, Culls and Muff’s , at
WENTWORTH’S.
the most reasonable rates. They will sell as LOW as
T ADIES’ Muffs, at
the LOWEST, being satisfied that
| /
WENTWORTH’S.

Large Sales aud Small Profits

C

capt . albert w ood ,

WENTWORTH’S.

T ADIES’ Felt Overshoes and Leggins, at
1l
WENTWORTH’S.

MAYO & KALER

A. Y

J)ROM PTLY secured by the subscriber as follows :

MAYO & K A LER

^ lE N T S ’ Monitor Ilats, at

TTJG IIEST Prices Paid for Shipping Furs, at
H
WENTWORTH’S.
/~1 ENTS’ Gloves, Mittens. Neckties, Cravats, Handker( T chiefs. Scuris, Collars and Suspenders, nt
WENTWORTH’S.

/■'I ENTS’, Bovs und Youth’s Congress and Balmoral
( j f Boots, at ’
W ENTW ORTH’S.
In Thomaston, Sept. 23d, Mrs Nancy K. Fales, wife of
Hon. Beder Fates, aged 60 years.
•
To Burn Kerosene or Coal Oil without a
In Uellast, Oci 6th, Horatio II. son of Robert C. and
UBBERS, Boots und Shoes, at
Chimney, is the article to B uy i f you
Sarah A. Thompson, aged 10 years, 8 monihs and 4 days.
few boxes old Virginia Tobacco, together with all the J x
W ENTW ORTH’S.
In Northport, Oct. 10th, Capt. Thomas Witherly, aged
Favorite brands ol Fancy Tobaccoes and Cigars may
wish to save money!
54 >ears.
be lound at BOND'S, Corner Main and Litne Rock Sts.
TTMBRELLAS, all kinds, at
Killed at the battle of Antietam,,17th ult, Corporal B. F.
HIS
burner
can
be
readily
applied
to
the
ordinary
fluid
U
W ENTW ORTH’S.
Ayer, Co. E. 12th Mass. Regt„ formely of Buxton Centre,
lamp, and bus the following advantages, of which any
Me., about M0.
one will feel satisfied after seeing it burn :
II T IN T E R Caps, little out of Style, Selling less than
In Ship Island, Miss., April 14, 1862, of Typhoid fever,
It is the most economical burner yet invented, (aside
W ENTW ORTH’S.
HE Members of the Thomaston Matual Fire Insurance YY cost, at
Francis A. Starkey of East Vassleboro’, Me., a member of
from the loss of breaking chimneys of the ordinary Kero
Company are hereby notified that the Annual Meeting
Read’s Mass. Mounted Rille Rangers, 21.
sene lamp,) as it can be regulated to burn one week, day
ol said Company, will be hoiden at its office, in Thomas“■.EVERYTHING in the shape of Hats, Caps, Furs, Boots,
and night, for a sum less titan two cents.
ton, on MONDAY- the27lhduy of October, 1862, at two
Shoes and Rubbers, at
W ENTW ORTH’S.
It neither smokes; smells, emits sparks, or is liable to o'clock, P. M.
explode.
Per Order
WILLIAM R. KEITH, Secretary.
It burns with a steady flame, similar to, though rather
K T JE JV 7V G O O D S
October 3. 1862.
42lt
more brilliant than fluid ; aud can be carried around with
out the least danger of being extinguished, even if taken
Received every week, at
HOICE TEAS and COFFEES, at
out of doors in ordinary weather.
BOND’S, Corner Main and'Lime Rock Sts.
Il can he lighted without trouble, and extinguished with
PORT OF ROCKLANDout smoke or smell, and cannot easily be put out of or
T
.
A
.
W E N T W O R T H ’S.
der. Directions for using accompany euch burner.
It is the best thing ever invented lor Binnacle Lamps,
Arrived.
Lanterns,
&c,
2 ^ SMALL convenient tenement.
N o . 2 S p o ffo rd B lo c k , R o c k la n d .
FR ID A Y , Oct. 10.
W. E. TOLMAN,
Sch Leo, Coombs, Boston.
Octohet 10, 1862.
42tf
4w43
Proprietor for the City ol Rockland.
September 25, 1862.

M A R IN E

L im e R o c k S t., R o c k la n d , M e.

THREE

/-'1EN. Heintzleman and Com. Stringham Caps, at
V jr
WENTWORTH’S.

T

B O U N T Y , ~ P E N S IO N S

NO , 1 P E R R Y ’S B L O C K ,

Q E N T S ’ Silk Hats, at

FALL AND W INTER

W e a lth .

MARTINE’S PATENT

W ENTW ORTH’S.
ENTS’ Tap Sole French Calf Boots, at
WEN
ENTW ORTIl’S.

^ J E N T S ’ Fur Caps, nt

October 17, 1862.

Rockland, Sept. 27, 1862.

P R O V I S I O S iT S ,

$3,QO t o B o s t o n .

A .

SEE, A T

ROUTE.

R O C K L A N D M A IN E .
. Z

D ru g s, M ed icin es, C hem ical’s,

In this city i2ih inst., by O. G. Hall, Esq., Mr. James
Fevler aud Frances Kirkpatrick, both of Rockland.
In Bremen, Oct. 7th, by Benj. Hardy, Esq., Mr. Robert
McLain and Mbs Mary E.-Morse, both of Bremen.

O U T S ID E

W I L S O N St W H I T E ’S B L O C K ,

Takes this method of informing the people of this place
and vicinity, that he hvs a very large, well selected and
N ew Stock of

CALL

L

WILLIAM BEATTIE,
C ounsellor, a n d A t t o r n e y a t L aw ,

(Sign o f the Golden Eagle,)

T. E . & F . J . SIM O N T O N ,

STO RE.

T V o. 4 B e r i ’y B l o c k .

TABLEAUX,

of everything pertaining to a Hardware and Stove Store,
they would be happy tc receive their old customers and
purchasers generally, with the assurance that prices will
always correspond with the times and seasons. Full par
ticulars of kinds and qualities of Stoves, Ac., will be given
next week.
W. E. WOOD <fc CO.
October 19, 1862.
43t f

O N E P R IC E

ST A T E OF M AINE.

N E W STOCK

S iiiu o f th e B lu e M o r t a r , P i l ls b u r y B lo c k ,

CLOAKINGS AND CLOAKS.

of any establishment"in the country, which he will sell at
Prices FAR BELOW what they can be bought for
elsewhere.

-------OF-------

WESLEY’S

G O O DS,

G u n s , P is to ls , a u d G u n F ix in g s ,

A

Only tw o N ights More,

DRY

G ents’ F u rn is h in g Goods,
T R U N K S, V A LISES,

FURNACE FOR SALE.

&C., AC.

B O B B IN S,

.

H A TS A N D CAPS,

o f Probate within and for the County o f L in 
coln,

LINCOLN, 63 —At a Probate Court held at Wiscasset,
within ami for the County of Liucoln, on the seventh
day of October, A. D. 1862.
On the foregoing Petition, O rdered , That the said Peti
tioner give notice to nil persons interested in said Estate,
that ibey may appear at a Court of Probate, to be hoiden
at Wiscasset, within und for said County, on the founh
day of November next, by causing a cop/ of said Petition,
‘ ‘ M c G R E G O R . ” largest size, for sale at a bar with this order, io be published in the Rockland Gazette,
gain by the subscriber, who, since he has moved up printed at Rockland,in the County of Knox, three weeks
stairs, bus no further use for it.
successively, pievious to said Court.
M. E. THURLO.
HIRAM CHAPMAN, Judge.
Rockland, Oct, 18, 1562.
3w43
Attest.—.1 J. Kennedy, Register.
A true copy—Attest:—J. J. Kennedy, Register. 3w43

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in
Has been removed to
D R U G S, M E D IC IN E S , P A T E N T M E D I
CINES of every approved kind, Chemicals, Sponge, Truss
W S T IO K B L O C K ,
es, Supporters, Shoulder Braces, Perfumery, Hair Oils,
lluir Restoratives, Hair and Teeth Brushes Syringes ol all
sons, Bird Seed, Cooking Extracts, Spices, Citron, Cur the N ew B uildixo just elected on the site ol the late
rants, Jellies, Figs, Tamarinds, Pure Cream Tartar, Loz fire, where, with an entire
enges, Lard and Neats Foot Oil, Burning Fluid, Dye Sniffs

M.

' S

— CONSISTING OF -

CLOTHING
BOOTS & SH O ES,

L

PROPRIETOR OP THE

B

SIMONTON'S’
H ATS, C A P S,

O

REM OVAL.

LEVI

o

CUSTO M A N D R E A D Y M A D E

C o u r ts o f P r o b a te .

T

Hark to that shout, as R swells on the gale.
Like the cataracts roar, or the wild tempests wail ;
Herrick’s is the pills to banish ail ills.
And raise up the sufferer when all others fail.
p il l s ! p i l l s !! p i l l s ! ! ’
In years far ahead, when earth gray with age,
Some rhymster will place, on his poetic page, these
erses triumphant—
Herrick’. the pills, to banish all ills.
And
*~l raise
— up the sufferer when all others fail.
These remarkable pills continue to achieve unparalelled
triumphs over disease. In fact they are considered the
alpha and omega, in medicine ; compounded exclsively
of vegetable extracts, their use is safe, their effects lasting,
and their cures wonderful ; sustained by their merits for
twenty-two years, their sale is unapproached by nil others
oombined ; elegantly coated with sugar, anil sold in family
boxes for 25 cents. See advertisement on 3d page.

e

HAS JUST RETURNED FROM BOSTON WITH T n E

any debts of his contracting after this dale.
WARREN CONANT.
Camden. Oct. 13, 1862.
3w*43

D ruggist a n d A pothecary.

p il l s !

e

Best Selected Stock

a consideration, 1 hereby release to my son S
‘ F. C
his time until he becomes of age, and 1 here
IbylOR
give notice that I shall claim none of his earnings,or pay

A

t il l s !

FA L L AND W IN T E R

PATENT MEDICINES, NOW SOLD.

P

p il l s !

N E W GOODS

EXTRACTS

of the best kinds, and the best

LINCOLN. 66.—At a Probate Court held at Wiscasset,on
the seventh day of October, A. D. 1862.
RDERED, that MARY A. BROWN, Administratrix,
of the Estaie of ALFRED BROWN, late of Muscleridge Plantation, in said County, deceased, notify the Heirs
at law and Creditors of said deceased and all persons in
terested, that an account of administration on the Estate
of said deceased will be offered for allowance at a Ptobate
Court at Wiscasset, on the fourth day of November, next,
when and where they may be present if they see cause. And also at said Court the Widow’s petition for an al
A T A T L A N T IC H A L L .
lowance will be considered. Notice to be given by pub
T lie C o n fe ssio n s a n d E x p e r ie n c e
PLEASE CALE AND EXAMINE
lishing an attested copy ol tills Order, in the Rockland
OF A N I N V A L I D .
Gazette, printeu in Rockland three weeks successively be
UBLISHED FOB TIIE BENEFIT AND AS A
fore said Court of Probate.
warning and a caution to young men who suffer from
The>=e lipauliful paiuiings wiii he exhibited in Rockland, • Given under my hand this seventh day of October, in the
Nervous Debility, Premature Decay, Arc.; supplying atthia (F R lb ’ Y.) ami to-morrow evenings, FOR THE year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixtyB e f o r e P iir c k n it iu g E ls e w h e r e /
tile same time the means of Sell-Cure. By one who has last tim es .
cured himself after being put io great expense through
medical imposition and quackery. By enclosing a post
Rockland, October 8, 1862.
42lf
paid addressed envelope, single copies may be had of
the anfhor, N a T H a NIEL Ma YF a IR, Esq., Bedford,
KNOX COUNTY.—In Court of Probate, held at RockO n S a tu r d a y A f te rn o o n
Kings County.. N. Y.
laud, on ihe second Tuesday of October 1862.
March 12, 1662.
121y
A martinee will be given for the benefit of children and
Certain Instrument, purporting to be the last will and
families at 3 o’clock.
testament of ABIGAIL STEW a RT, late of Union,
C. P. F E S S E N D E N ,
T ic k e t s 1 5 c e n / s .
C h ild r e n 1 0 c e n t s .
in said County, deceased, having beeu presented fur
proba'e :
Rockland, Oct. 16.
43tf
O rdered , That notice be given to all persons interested,
by publishing a copy of this order iu ihe Roekbtnd Gazette,
printed nt Rockland in Huid C o m ity , three weeks succes
S c h o o l C o m m itte e N o tice .
sively, that they may appear ut a Probate Court to be held
HE Superintending School Committee will be in session at Rockland, in said County, on the second Tuesday of
N O . 5 K IM B A L L B L O C K .
nt the High School Room on Saturday, the 25th instant, November next, and show cause, if any they have, why
at one o’clock P. M., for ihe purpose of examining candithe said instrument should not be proved, approved and
ROGKLAND. M E.
dates io teach; for pn^ses to a higher grade nod for con allowed as the last will and testament of the deceased.
II. ALDEN, Judge.
sultation with teachers—a punctual attendance of all the
J . E. G IOFRAY?
A ttest:—A. S. R ice , Register.
3w43
teachers is requested.
HENRY PAINE/ ) .. TYfOTJCE is hereby given, That the subscriber has been
T. K. OSGOOD, ;
?z , ’z
N O .o C U S T O M H O U S E B L O C K ,
duly appointed Administratrix on the Estate of
O.G. IIALL,
5
Has just returned from Boston with a
JOHN M. LITTLE,
Rockland, Sept. 18, 1862.
2w43
late of Union, in the County of Knox, deceased, in
N e w
S e t o f T o o ls ,
testate, and lia s undertaken tliat trust by giving bond as
S
chool
N
o
tic
e
.
the law directs-.—All persons, therefore, having demands
especially, adapted for L adies work , such as
fpHE Schools of the Graded District of this city, will against the estate of said deceased are desired to exhibit
1 commence on Monday, the third day o l November the same for settlement; and all indebted to said estate are
C U R L IN G A N D F R IZ Z L IN G ,
next at 9 o’clock, A. M., and continue filteen weeks.— requested to make immediate payment to
which will be executed as well us in any city in the Union, There will be a vacation of one week during the holidays
October 14, 1662.
and at as low prices.
SUMNER W HITNEY, Agent.
Rockland, Oct. 18, 1862.
3w43
Heel Boots, nt
A select assortment of
KNOX COUNTY—In Court of Probate, held at Rockland , J ADIES’ Double Soled Calf Balmoral
W ENTW ORTH’S
L o n g C u r ia , G r e c ia n C u rls,' P e r f u m e r y , &.C.,
on the second Tuesday of October, 1862.
lor Ladies. Also, all kinds of
heodore f . Daniels , Guardian of lindal c .
ADIES’ Double Soled Serge Balmoral Heel Boots, at
and LINCOLN HUPPER, of Thomaston. in said
H A IR W O R K
WENTWORTH’S.
County, minors, having presented his first account of J
for Ladies and Gentlemen.
Guardianship of said wards lor allowance:
, _
r-y.
-i
On DEBed, Tl) at not ice thereof be gi ven, t hree weeks s . T ADIES’ Double Soled Serge Congress Heel Boors, at
THE HIGHEST CASH PRICE paid for Long H air .
W ENTWORTH’S.
T h e H a r d w a r e and S to v e S to c k ' cessively, ill the Rockland Gazelle, printed in Rockland n J-J
Rockland, June 24, 1662.
3m27
said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court to be held nt Rocklund, on the second
ADIES’ Kid, Goat and Serge Boots, at
F. G. C O O K ,
Tuesday of November next, and show cause, if any they
WENTWORTA’3.
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
II. ALDEN, Judge.
W A L T E R E . W O O D & Co.,
A true copy,—Attest : A. S. Rice , Register. 3w43

O d e t o %-Tex’JL’l c l t ,

C O R D IA L

Has just returned from Boston w ith a

SPOKEN.

'44tf

O P E N IN G

D IR E C T P R O M BOSTON.

DRESSING FOR TIIE IIAIR,

DISASTERS.

FOREIGN PORTS.

ROCKLAND, ME.

GRAND

COOK’S City Drug Store.

Oct. 5, 58 miles North ol Hatteras. U S Gunboat Sonora,

October 25, I860.

.

62 D o z en s

Stationery, Miscellaneous Books anil

B L A N K

C A M P A IG N !

COOK’S City Drug Store.

used In ibis and the adjoining towns, every variety of

PAPER

FA LL

P a t e n t M e d icin es.

BO O K S,

Ship J Wakefield, Howe, from Manila June 29 for Lon
don, was ashore July 16, on a shout off the Island of Pilas
S T A T E O F M A IN E .
near Basiian. No particulars.
Brig Avondale, (of Treinout) Dix, at New York from
Cardenas, reports Sept 27, lat 27, Ion 79 50, was struck by KNOX, SS.—At a CourC of Probate held nt Rocklund,
lightning and the mainmast carried away by the deck.
wiihin and for the County of Knox, on the first Tuesday
Sch Lucy Black, of Rockland, from Bangor for Jersey
of January A. D. 1861:
City, put into Holmes’s Hole 13th inst, having sprung a
n n F .n c n . rhnl from unJ after thp/lnv nfnr£«oi<l th®
leak off Nau et the night previous. She will be taken on
Courts of Probate within aim lor the County of Knox,
the railway for repairs.
be held at Rockland on the second Tuesday of every
month. And whenever this arrangement shall conllict
with any of the provisions ol the Revised Statutes rela
DOMESTIC PORTS.
tive to holding said Court, it w ill be hoiden on the follow
BOSTON—Ar 11th, sells Concordia, Coombs, Rockiand. ing day.
•Ar 12th, schs John, Falkenham, Jonesport; Marie! KaHOR ATIO ALDEN, Judge.
ler, and James, Winchenbach, Waldoboro’; Harriet,
Attest—A. S. R ice , Register.
3lf
Glowr, and Glide, Fountain, Rockland,
NEW YORK—Ar 14th, ship Pyramid, (of Thomaston)
Sleeper, Montevideo Aug 24; lddo Kimball, Uimer, Rock To the Honorable H iram Chapman, E sq., Judge
land.

At Barcelona 24th ult, barque David Kimball, Muson,
Drugs and Medicines, Chemicals, disg.
.
FANCY TOILET SOAPS. IlAlR & TOOTII BRUSHES,
At Cardenas 2d inst, schs Gen Knox, Drinkwater, for
PERFUMERY, OILS and DYE STUFFS,
a Northern port Idg; Yankee Blade, do do.
BURNING FLUID, i c . &c.
At Bermuda 30th ult, brig Urana, (of Bangor) Coombs,
O ’ Physicians’ Prescriptions carefully compounded.
chartered to load for Commodore Wilke’s fleet, (not lor
Rockland, Feb. 7, 1860.
7tf
Turks Islands as before reported).
Ar at Rangoon Aug. 10, Mary Crocker, Williams, Mau
ritius and Madras.
S ta g e a n d R a ilr o a d N o tic e .

T ue ‘ F irst Gentleman in Europe ’ at B righton in 1785 Mr. and Mrs. Lawrcll spent part of
last autumn at Brighton; the Priuec of Wales
was much in their company, doubtless on
account of Mr. Lawrcll’s agreeable conversation.
I t happened, however, one afternoon that Mrs.
Lawrcll alone was of a party with the Prince
of Wales, Lady Beauchamp, and some other
fine jieople. Mrs Lawrell like a good wife,
about 9 o'clock, said she must go home to her
husband. The Prince said he and the party
would come and sup with them; the lady re
ceived the gracious intimation with all the re
spect that became her, and hastened home to
acquaint lier husband and make preparation.
Whether Mr. Lawrell was more or less sen
sible of the honor that was designed him than
his wife I don’t know; but he said he should
not come if he could help it, and If he did come,
he should have nothing to eat; it was in vain
Mrs. Lawrcll remonstrated, he continued in
flexible, and she had nothing for it but to put
him to bed, and wrote a note to Lady Beau
champ, informing her that Mr. Lawrell was
taken suddenly ill, and begging she would en.
tertain the Prince in her stead.
Between one and two o’clock in the morning,
when the company were pretty merry, the
Prince, whether he guessed at the reason or was
concerned for the indisposition of his friend,
said it was a pity poor Lawrell should die for
want of help, and they immediately set about
writing notes to all the physicians, surgeons
aud apothecaries they could think of in the
place, informing them as from Mr. L. that he
was taken suddenly ill, and begged their
immediate assistance; these notes very soon set
the medical body in motion toward Mr. L .’s
doors; a few of the most alert apothecaries came
first, but they were got rid of by the servauts,
Who assured them it was a mistake, that their
master and mistress were well and asleep, and
that they did not care to wake them. Soon
after came Sir Lucas Pepys, who declaring that ?
‘nobody would presume to impose upon a person o f
his character,’ insisted un seeing Mr. L., and
was pressing by the maid toward his bedehamher; she was then forced to waken her mistress,
and Mr. L being very drowsy and disinclined
to rise, his lady was obliged to appear in great
dishabille, and with the utmost difficulty persuad
ed Sir Lucas he was imposed upon, and prevail
ed with him to retire. During their dispute
the staircase was filled with the rest of the
ficulty arriving in shoals!—Mrs. Dalny's
Autobiography.

LBS. PRIME NUTMEGS, for sale cheap at
38tf
COOK’S City Drug Store.

onant

in

QTTAGES w ill lea v e R OCKLAND for BATH every
Sundays excepted—at 2 o’clock A. M-,
u morningi
and on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays at 6 1-2
o’clock, A. M, The 2 o’clock Stage will connect with the
cars leaving at 11.40, A. M., for Portland and Boston, and
also connect with the Damariscotta and Gardiner Stage.
RETURNING—Will leave BATH for Wiscasset, Dam
ariscotta, Waldoboro’, Warren, Thomaston and Rock
land, daily at 3 P. M., or on the arrivil of the train from
Portland and Boston, and on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays, at 8 o’clock, A. M
A Stage also leaves MAINE HOTEL, D n in n i'is c o t tn
for Gardiner, immediately on the arrival’ of the 2 A. M.
Stage from Rockland, on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri
days. passing by Damariscotta Mills und through Ainu,
Whitefield, East Pittston and Pittston arriving at Gardi
ner in time for the Boston train of cars and also the
Stage for Lewiston.
RETURNING—Will leave Gardiner for the above nam
ed plhCve on Tuesdays, Thursdays ami Saturdays on the
arrival of the above train and Stage arriving at Damaris
cotta in season to connect with the Stage from Bath to
Rockland. F a r e $ 1 , 2 5 .
J . T. BERRY & CO., P roprietors .
R nrklm id.D ec.Jt I8 6 L ___
___
ftltf _
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B o ra x , B o ra x .

J . W A K E F IE L D * CO.,

SCH O O L

N u t m e g s ! N u tm e g s ! I

Where did you
fact that splendid

n E undersigned invites his old friends and customars to
look in upon the New Bookstore, just opened by

G -r e c t-t

" V a r ie ty ,

W ANTED

— AND—

V ER Y LOW

fo r th e T IM E S ,

NOW OPENING AT

For

E. B A R R E T T ’S, C heap Store.
Silks, DeLaiues, Tkibets, Casluueres,
OTERMANS, GINGHAMS, OPERA FLANNELS,
CLOAKS AND CLOAK CLOTHS,

C L O TH

IM M E D IA T E L Y .

Seam en, O rd in a ry S ea m en ,
L a n d sm en , Jfc,
1. a

or

3

Y ears.

G o o d C h a n ce f o r P r iz e M o n e y !
SEAMEN’S PAY,
»18 00
ORDINARY do
14 00
LANDSMEN’S do
1200
$ 1,S O p e r M o n th E x i r a I f G R O G u n o t
draw n.
ALL WHO WISH MAY LEAVE

Fot Men and Boys wear.

F L A N N E L S , H O S I E R Y , A N D G L O V E S , H a lf -P a y w ith t h e i r F a m ilie s .
For further information apply immediately at Ihe
SONTAGS, HOODS, CARPETINGS, NEW STYLE
U . S . N a v a l R c u d e x v o a s , P i l ls b u r y B l a c k ,
FEATHERS Ac., Ac.,
O pposite T horndike H otel ,
Which will he nolzl ita Low as the L owest. All that are
B O C K 1N D , M e.
loolpng for goods ut the lowe.z ssible prices ure invited
to call aud exumiue before purchasing elsewhere.
rt. M. FULLER. U. S. N ., Recruiting Officer.

E. BARRETT.

Rockland, Oci. 3, 1862.

3 w ll

6 0 0 ,0 0 0

OFFICIAL.

M ilE o - m tA L E AGENTS

M IL L IN E R Y

F if t h C ollection D istrict ,}
assessor ' s Office , }
E llswobth , Me ., Sept. 1863. 5

LLOYD’S NEW STEEL PLATE COUNTY COLORED
MAP OF THE UNITED STATES,
CANADAS AND NEW BRUNSWICK.
From recent 'surveys, completed Aug. 10, 1862; cost
Hav;
sessor of the Fifth Collection District in the State of Maine $20,000 to engrave it and one year’s time.
Superior to any $10 map ever made by COLTON or
consisting of the Counties of Washington, Hancock. Waldo
and Knox, under the Act oi Congress approved July 1st, MITCHELL, and sells at the low price of fifty cents ;
A. D. 1862, entitled “ an Act to provide internal revenue 370,000 names are engraved on this map.
It is not only a County Map, but it is also a
to support the Government, and pay the interest on the
COUNTY AND RAILROAD MAP
public debt,” and by virtue of authority vested in me as
Assessor by tbs provisions ofsaid Act, and under the direc of the United btatesand Canadas combined in one, giving
EVERY RAILROAD STATION
tion of the Commissioner of luternal Revenue, I hereby
and distances between.
give notice that 1 have divided said Collection District in
Guarantee any woman or man $3 to $5 per day. and
to fifteen Assessment Districts, and have appointed an As
will take back all maps that cannot be sold and refund the
sistant Assessor in each, as follows, to wit.
money.
DISTRICT NO. 1.
Send for $1 worth to try.
T owns of
Printed instructions how to canvass well, furnished all
Robinston, Charlotte, Cooper, Alexander, Calais, Baring, our agents.
Baileyville, Princeton, Hinckley,Waite,Tallmadge, Tops
Wanted—Wholesale Agents for our Maps in every State,
field, Vanceboro, Codyville, Danforth, Meddybemps, and California, Canada, Englund. France and Cuba. A for
a ll the Plantations and townships north of the north line tune may be made with a few hundred dollars capital.
of Crawford and No. 26 in Washington County—Thomas No competition.
T. Abbott, of Alexander, Assistant Assessor.
J. T. LLOYD, No. 164 Brodway, New York.
The War Department uses our Map of Virginia, Mary
DISTRICT NO. 2.
land and Pennsylvania, cost $100,000, on which is marked
T owns of
Antietam Creek, Sharpsburg, Maryland Heights, Wil
Perry, Pembroke, Dennsyville, EdmundB, Marion, Whil liamsport Ferry, Rhorersville, Noland’s Ford, and all
ing, Cutler, Trescott, Lubec, Eastport, and No. 14—-Jethro others on the Potomac, und every other place in Mary
Brown, of Perry, Assistant Assessor.
land, Virginia, and Pennsylvania, or money refunded.
LLOYD’S
DISTRICT NO. 3.
TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP OF KENTUCKY,
T owns of
OHIO, INDIANA, and ILLINOIS,
Jonesport, Jonesboro, Centreville, Whitney vile, Machias, is the only authority
for
Gen. Buell and the War Depart
East Machias, Machiasport, Marshfield, Northfield, Craw ment. Money refunded to
any one finding an error in it.
ford, Wesley, and No. 18, 19 and 26 -Jeremiah Foster, of
Price 50 cents
East Machias, Assistant Assessor.
From the Tribune, Aug. 2.
“
LLOYD'S
MAP
OF
VIRGINIA,
MARYLAND, AND
DISTRICT NO. 4.
PENNSYLVANIA.—This Map is very large; its cost is
T owns of
Steuben, Millbridge, Cherryfleld, Harrington, Columbia, but 25 cents, and it is the best which can be purchased.11
LLOYD’S GR EaT MAP OF THE MISSISSIPPI
Deblois, Beddington. Addison and all the Townships south
°r uC ^,ori^. l*n® No. 6, Grand Lake township, and west RIVER—From Actual Surveys by Capts. Bart and Wm.
of the east line ofsaid township in VVashington County— Bowen, Mississippi River Pilots, of St. Louis, Mo., shows
every man’s plantation and owner’s name from St. Louis
Henry Bailey, of Columbia, Assistant Assessor.
to the Gulf of Mexico—1,350 miles—every sand-bar,island,
town, landing, and all places 20 miles beck from the river
_
DISTRICT NO. 5.
T owns of
—colored in counties and States. Price $1 in sheets, $2
Gouldshoro’, Sullivan, Franklin, Hancock, Trenton, pocket lorm, and $2,50 on linen, with rollers. Ready
Eden, Mt. Desert, Tremont, Cranberry Isle, Swan's Isle Sept. 20.
Plantation, Long Island Plantation, and Township, No. 7,
Navy D epartment . W ashington , Sept. 17,1862.
8, 9 and 10 -Danforth P. Marcyes, of Eden, Assistant As
J. T. Lloyd—Sir: Send me your Map of the Mississippi
sessor.
River, with price per hnndred copies. Rear-Admiral
DISTRICT NO. 6.
Charles H Davis, Commanding the Mississippi squadron,
T owns of
is authorized to purchase as many as are required for use
Verona, Bucksport, Dedham, Otis, Mariaville, Amherst, of that squadron.
Aurora, Waltham, Enstbrook. and ail the townships north
GIDEON WELLES, Secretary of the Navy.
of the above named towns in Hancock County—Ephraim
H Hardin, ol Mariaville, Assistant Assessor.

C o m m e rc ia l H o u s e ,
J .T . W . JOHNSTON, P roprietor,

m
DISTRICT NO, 7.
T owns of
Ellsworth, Surry, Orland and Bluehill—John H. Par
tridge, of Ellsworth, Assistant Assessor.

M o.

at Ko. 4 Perry Block,
ROCK

STREET,

RO CKLAND .

A S p le n d id A s s o r tm e n t o f

Spring and Summer Millinery.

E ast

of the

PURCHASES XT MV STORE.

GOODS,

AGENT

Rockland, April 23. 1862.

NO. 46 ELM ST R E E T ,

B r o a d c lo th s , C a ss im c r e s, D o e sk in s,
V e s t i n g s , S ilk a n d W o o l M ix tu r e s , C a sh *
x n e r e lts , C o t to n a d e s , 3cc., Jcc., a l s o

TAILORING trimmings,

C U S T O M -M A D E

I shall be pleased to exhibit to my former patrons and
to all who should favor me with their calls, und sell at

E x tr e m e ly L o w P r ic e s.
Please call and see, and be convinced that the place
where you can get SUITED BEST, where you can B U f
CHEAPEST, and where goods ure NEVER MISREPRE
SENTED, is at

CHEMICALS,

20

N o r th S to r e in W a l k e r B lo ck y
Head o f Park Street and Spear Block,
ROCKLAND, Mb .
June 24, 1662.
27tf

T

ROCKLAND, MAINE.
O ffice i n W it* o n

1863.
Now ready and for sale at
T . A. WENTWORTH’S.
Rockland, Sept. 19, 1862.3w39

Ic W h il e * . B lo c k ,

N. B. Pension Claims .hould be presented Immediately.
R eferences .—Hon Israel WHshhurn, Jr.. Hon. Abner
Coburn, Hon. James O Blaine, Hon. N. A. Farwell, Hon.
E. K Smart, AdJ’l Gen John L. Hodsdon.Col. E. K. Har
ding. Maj Gen Wm. H. Tilcomb.
Rockland, June 34, 1862.
S7lf

Portland aud New York Ste/uners.
sx

th

The splendid and fast Steamship
Capt. S. Crowell,

SgjS^ ^ g Z c H E S A P E A K E .

C JV T 7 T IO N '

T o F e m a le s in D e lic a te H e a lth .
DR. DO W,Physician and Surgeon, No.7and 9 Endicott
Street, Boston, is consulted daily for all diseases Incident
to the female system. Prolapsus Uteri, oi falling of the
Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and other menstrual
derangements, ure all treuted upon new pathological
principles, and speedy relief guaranteed In a very few
days So invariable certain is this new mode of treat
ment, that most obstinate complaints yield under it, und
the uffiicted person soon lejoicesin perfect health.
Dr Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the
cure of diseases of women and children, than any other
physician in Boston.
Boarding accomodations for patients who may wish to
stay in Boston a lew days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow, since 1845, huving confined his whole atten
tion to an office practice, for the cure of Private Discuses
and Female Complaints, acknowledges no superior in the
United Slates.
N. B.—All letters must contain four red stamps, or they
will not beansweredOffice Hours ftotn 8 a . m. to 9 p. m *
April, 1862.
161y

■will until further notice run as follows t
Leaves Brown’s Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY
at 4 o’clock P. M., and leave Pier 9, North River, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
The vessels are fitting up with fine accommodations for
N O T I C E .
passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and com
fortable route for travellers between New York and Maine.
Passage
$5.00, including Fare and State Room.
M BS. M. T . M. B A B B O N
N IC H O L S ’
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
ILL give INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANO FORTE Quebec, Bangor, Both, Augusta, Eastport and St. John.
Shippers are requested to send their Freight to the
and GUiT aR, also in SINGING and THOROUGH
E
li
x
i
r
o
f B a rk a n d Iro n ,
steamers
as earlv as 3 P. M , on the day that ahe leaves
BASS. She will be found at tbeeouse of Samuel C. F es

Portland.
senden , E sq , corner of Maple and Cross Streets.
j^lOR Sale at
For Freight and Passage apply to
ing had several year’s experience in this department, she
EMERY A FOX, Portland.
J. S. HALL A CO.’S
hopes to give satisficiion to her pupils.
H. B. CROMWELL, A CO., No 86 West Street, N. Y
Terms make known on application.
December, 8,1861.
(N ot, $5.)
50tf
Rockland, September 16, 1862.
4w39
BocUuid, April SO, 1862.

W

satf

HOTEL.

G . W . H O D G E S , P r o p rie to r.

as they may occur, to rank second to no other Printing
Establishment in this section of the State.
Among the varieties of work which we are prepared to
execute, are

CORNER MAIN AND SEA STREETS, ROCKLAND.
B u aiu caa a n d V V cd d iu g G a r d s ,
Single persons or small Families accommodated with
V is itin g C ards,
board on liberal terms.
Coaches always in attendance to take guests to and
B a l l T ic k e t s ,
from the several steamers.
H a n d b il l s ,
Rockbnd April 17, 1860.
17lf
S h o w -B ills ,
P rogram m es,
P o ste r s,
B il l - H e a d s ,
AT NO. 3 CROCKETT BLOCK,
B ills o f F a re,
W a y B ills ,
1 T COCHRAN’S loft mav be found all articles used in
f l making and repairing sails.
e n v e lo p e s *
C ir c u l a r s ,
D n c k , B o lt R o p e , T w i n e , T h im b le s , C o r $ »
a g e and a lot of second baud fore aud aft sails in good M a n u fa c t u r e r s * T a g s ,
repair, for sale cheap.
B a b e ls o f a l l k in d s .
SAILS made and repaired at short notice.
O rd er B o o k s.
Thankful for the liberal patronage heretofore received
B a n k C h eck s.
the same is respectfully solicited.
B a n k B ook s,
Rockland, March 11, 1862.
18tf
B la n k N o tes,
B i l l s o f L a d in g .
LV.
I n s u r a n c e B la n k s ,
T o w n B la n k s ,
A t t o r n e y & C o u n s e llo r a t L aw .
W o o d B il l s ,
OFFICE NO. 2, K1M0ALI. BLOCK,
H a y B il l s ,
.
M ilk B ills .

s. r ic e

,

ROCKLAND, M E.

Rcckland, Jan. 1, 1862.

3tf

B o o k a n d P a m p h le t P r i n t i n g

GEORGE. W. FRENCH,

For which we have every facility, and which will be at.
tended to promptly, and executed correctly.

A t t o r n e y a n d C o u n s e llo r a t L a w
THO M A STO N. M E.
October 23, 1861.

T\R. DOW continues to be consulted at his office, Nos. 7
U und 9 Endicott Street, Boston, on all disenses of a
PRIVATE OR DELICATE NATURE.
By a long course of study and practical experience »f
unlimited vxteiit, Dr. D. has now the gratification of pra
seining the unloriunuie with remedies thut have never,
since he first introduced them, failed to cure the most
alarming cu»es of
GONORRHCEA AND SYPHILIS.l
Beneath his treatment, all the horrors of venereal and
impure blood, lmpotency, Fcrofuia, Gonorrhoss, Ulcers,
pain and distress in the regions of procreation, Inflamma
tion of the Bladder and Kidneys, Hydrocele, Abcesses,
Humors, frightful Swellings, and the long train of horrible
symptoms attending this class of disease, are made to be
come us harmless os the simplest ailings of a child.
SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
Dr. D. Devotes a great part of his dine to the treatment
of th o se cases cau se d by a se cr et and solitary habit, which
ruins the body and mind, unfitting the unfortunate Indi
vidual for business or society. Some of the sad and mel
ancholy effects produced by early habits of youth, art
Weakness of the Back and litnhs. Dizziness of the Head,
Dimness of sight. Palpitation of the heart, Dyspepsia, Ner
vousness, Derungement of the digestive functions. Symp
toms of Consumption. Ac. The fearful effects on the
mind are much to be dreaded ; loss of memory, confusion
of ideas, depression of spirits, evil forebodings, aversion
of society, self-distrust, timidity, A c., are antoug the evils
produced. Such persons should before contemplating
matrimony, consult a physician of experience, and be at
once restored to health and happiness.
Patients who wish to remain under Dr. Dow’s treat
ment a few days or weeks, will be furnished with pleusant rooms, and charges for board moderate
Medicines sent to all parts of the country, with full di
rections for use, on receiving description of your cases.—
Dr. Dow hus also for sale the French Capones, warranted
the best preventive. Order by mail. Three for $1, and a
red s'amp
April, 1862.
ICly

BOUNTIES, PENSIONS,

NEWS FOE THE MILLION !
A N O T H E R

G R E A T M Y S T E R Y SO LV ED !

GREATEST”NOVELTY
•O F T H E A G E .

Dr. J. C. PInraer’s

T he G re a t In d ia n R em edy
FOR. F E M A L E S .

C H A R L E S A . M IL L E R ,

October 15, 1861.

I m p o r t a n t to t h e A fflic te d

W a r r e n F a c to r y Goods.

H ATS

C L O T H IN G

OF MY OWN MANUFACTURE.

MAINE INSURANCE CO.
Augusta, Maine.........................................Capital $60,000.
J. L. Culler, President.
J . H. Williams, Sec’y.

T

F A L L STY LES

Valuable Inventions & Improvements,

MERRITT & WHITTEMORE, P ropriitom .

T H O R N D IK E

It is our aim, by the prompt and faithful execution of all
orders, the superior character and style of every des
cription of work, the judicious and tasteful selec
tion of new type, the adoption of all

S A IL -M A K IN G ,

G e n tle m e n s ’s F u r n is h in g G oods

CITY FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Hartford, Connecticut....................Cash Capita] $250,000.
C. N. Bowers Prea’t.
C. C. Waite, Sec’y.

WESTERN MASS. INSURANCE CO.
Pittsfield, Mass....... Cash Capital and surp. over $200,000.
E. H. Kellogg, Prea’t.
J. G. Goodridge, Sec’y.
HIS desirable mechanical arrangement has now been In
use a sufficient length of time to show that it gives en
tire satisfaction, and actually is the more valued the more SPRINGFIELD FIRE Ac MARINE INSURANCE CO.
Springfield, Mass.
it is tried- Thia invention is a step in advance of all others
in this department, embracing all and a little more oi their Cash Capital $200,000..................... Assets over $448,000
Edmund Freeman, Pres’t.
Wm. Connor, Jr., Sec’y.
excellencies, and yet happily overcoming all their delects.
By means o fit a Bed Bottom is obtained which is as flex
ible as hair, and yet so recuperative as to bring Itself Into
CHARTER OAK FIRE & MARINE CO.
its place with great lacility. It is adapted to the invalid, Hartford, Conn......................................... Capital, $300,000
the aged, and all who linger in suffering and weakness.
R. Gillett, President.
J , H. Sprague, Sec’y.
They are made of good materials, warranted strong and
durable, und not liable to get out of order.
IIAMPDEN FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Springfield, Mass.
..........Capital and assets,$220,000
T e s tim o n ia ls.
W. B. Calhoun, Pr
J. C. Pynchon, Sec’y.
A N ew Bed . Anderson’s Spring Bed Bottom Is one of
the comforts of the age, as we know from experience. The
CONWAY FIRE INSURANCE CO.
J U S T R E C E IV E D
first morning after we used it we .got up eusier und retired
at night with a higher appreciation ol a comfortable bed Conway, Mass...........................................Capital $200,000.
J. S. Whitney, Pres’t.
D. C. Rogets, Sec’y.
than ever before. It is an economical feature in a family
substitute for feathers—and its elastic properties are
A L a rg e a n d F r e s h S to c k o f —a
very great.—Kennebec Courier.
HOLYOKE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Mr. D. K. Frohock has furnished the beds in my house Salem, Muss............................ Capital und Assets. $35U,000.
A. Story, Pres’t.
J. T. Burnham, Sdc’y.
with the A nd erson Spring Bed Bottom, and I take pleasure
In recommending this article as the most convenient,
economical and comfortable thing of the kind with which
THOMASTON MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
I
am
acquainted.
A.
II.
ABBOTT,
Thomaston,
Maine.
A t J . S. HALL & CO.’S,
Principal of Family School at Little Blue, Farmington, Me. Atwood Levensaler, Pr
Wm. R. Koith, Sec’y
We, the undersigned, having used the Anderson Spring
N o, 3 Spear
Bed Bottom, E. Hennessey’s Patent, find it to he all that
PENOBSCOT MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
Rockland, April 30, 1862.
it is recommended. V every cheetfully advise all who
Bungor, Maine.
have any dosire for ease and com prt, to fill up their beds E. L. Hamlin, Pres’t.
B. Plummer, Sec’y.
JURIED CURRANTS,
with these Spring Bottoms. We unhesitatingly sav, that
we would not dispose of ours for ten limes the cost, to be
L
ife
I
n
s
u
ra
n
c
e
.
without them in our families.
CITRON,
J. B. SHAW.
Life insurance effected in the following sound companies
tamarinds ,
A. M.BRADLEY, Prop. Revere House, E. Vassalboro’. doing business on the most approved plans, and offering inFIGS,
J . H. BARROWS, M. D.
duceinents secondi •«««
to
other companies. Premiums may
JOHN HUSSEY, China House.
be paid quarterly, semi- annually, or yearly.
LEMONS,
A. G. LONGFELLOW, Franklin House, Augusta,
MONET, 4c., i c .
DENNIS MOORE, Anson.
NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Mas. ABIGAIL M. TR a SK, Vassalboro’.
J . S. H A I L A CO.,
Boston, Mass.............. Accumulated Capital, $1,200,000C- II. BRETT.
j .
„ .
No. 3 Spear Block.
BENJ. F. HOMANS.
Rockland, April 30, 1862.
19if
CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
EPH B a LL a RD, Cushnoc House, Augusta.
Hartford, C onnecticut... Accumulated Capital 3 000,000J. SHAW, China.
lFZ The above are the oldest Life Insurance Companies
MRS. M. WEEKS, Vassalboro’.
Sliip-Carpenters and Quarrymen
the United States. 1 he insured participate In the profits
I have hod the unspeakable pleasure of sleeping in one cl
the Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms for the last three weeks,
W A N T E D .
and I must say it far surpasses anything I had anticipated’
CHARTER Oa k LIFE INSURANCE CO.
My wife, who is feeble, has had no good rest forsix months
S|VruS U«dEN’ l° W°rk °n Sra““e q“arr>' at till occupying one of these bedH. She would not part with Hartford, Conn..................... Capital and Surplus, $500,000.
l on any account.
REV. JOHN ALLEN.
—ALSO—
Life
Insurance effected i above, on either stock or moFarmington, Feb. 2P, 1862.
GT y e,I!, r “ fiTC s h i P C a r p e m c M Io w ort on new
We have introduced several of the justly celebrated tual plan.
.hip building near Atlantic Wharf. Tor further particu- ••‘Anderson
M iu erso n Spring
sp rin g Bed
ueu Bottoms”
uotiotns " to
to our
our sleeping
sleenintr apartanan- »
F’
C ochban , thankful for the liberal patronage
Jars apply to
ments. We give this Spring Bed Bottom a decided preferre^ ,v^ ’ P»edS<*
dive the most care-------- -----------*-u - —
COBB, WIGHT A C4SE.
any and« all others
we •have everciucu
used.preier
Our ful attention to all business entrusted to him
August 8, 1862.
___
33lf
peak of them in the highest terms. We recom
mend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort
of their guests.
(Copyright secured.}
w . d . McLaughlin a son .
May 12, 1862.
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
I have used the Anderson Spring Bed Bottom for gome
time past, and pronounce it superior to anything I have
for ease, adaptation to the form and health. I
Y a rn s , H e av y F la n n e ls , S a tin e tts , known
think it preferable io the Spiral Spring bed which 1 have
DR. MATTISON’S INDIAN EMMENAGOGUE.
just laid aside for this. I can with confidence recommend
a n d C asaiincrcH ,
it to general use.
&
This celebrated Female Medicine, pos« "theV n«" “ d “ the fac“ ry‘ . "
,h' “"ma
E. C. BRETT, Counseller at Law.
®
erasing virtues unknown of any thing else
Oldtown, May 20, 1862.
of the kind, and proving effectual after all
T
he Anderson S puing Bed P '
TV/ia
u
««
others have failed, is designed for both
Cash Paid for Wool or Goods Exchanged.
' ll,e ’‘‘’nd “ere,,'f°re " 'V' ,,,ed'
married and single ladies, and is the very
best thing known for the parpose, as it
W. O. FULLER, Agent,
recommending «• '
-•*•»! its excellence, we feel justified in
will bring on the monthly sickness in
K l in '
to the public ns an easy spring bed, not
Rockland, Sept. 2, 1662.
Spear
cases of obstruction, after all othei reme
get out of order, furnishing no possible refuge for
dies of the kind have been tried in vain.
ermin'and presenting no objections that we can conceive
O v e r 2 0 0 0 B O T T L E S ' have now
of to its universal adoption. We wish everybody would
been sold without a single failure when
enjoy the luxury of its use, and surely there are very few
taken as directed, and without the least
who are unable to do so, as it is afforded at a surprisingly
injury to health in any case. O ’ It is put
low rate.—Maine Farmer.
.
.
.
. ,
up in bottles of three different strengths,
Testimonials similar io the above have been received
with full directions for using, and sent by
from the proprietors of the following public houses:
Express, closely sealed, to ail purls of the
Penobc»ot Exchange, Bungor.
country.
Franklin House, Bangor.
PRICES:—Full
strength, $10; Half strength, $5; Quar
Skowhegan House, Skowhegan.
ter strength, $3 per bottle.
Lewiston House, Lewiston.
O ’ Remember! This medicine is designed expressly for
Winthrop House, Winthrop.
O bstinate Cases, in which all other remedies of the kind
Elmwood House, Waterville.
have failed to cure; ulso that it is warranted as represent
Litchfield Corner House.
ed in every REsrECT, or the price will be refunded.
Stoddard House. Farmington.
O ’ BEWAKE OF IMITATIONS! None genuine and
Revere House, Vrtssaltoro’.
warranted unless purchased directly of Dr. M. at his
China House, China.
R E M E D I A L . I N S T I T U T E for S P E C I A L .
Franklin House, Augusta.
D I S E A S E S , No. 28 Union street Providence, R. I.
Cushnoc House, Augusta.
O ’ This Specially embraces all diseases of a Private
Aliboti’s School, Farmington.
nature both of MEN and WOMEN, by a regularly educat
Eaton Boy’s Boarding School, Kent’s Hill.
ed physician of twenty years’ practice, giving them his
American House, Belfast.
whole attention.
New England House, Belfast.
O ’ Consultations by fetter or otherwise are strictly
Searsmont House, Searsmont.
confidential, and medicines will be sent by Express, se
Montville House, Montville.
cure from observation, to all parts of the United States.
U. H. Hovey, Lincolnville.
Also,
accommodations for Ladies from abroad wishing
G. W. Hodges, Thorndike Hotel, Rockland.
for a secure and quiet RETREAT, with good care until
Numerous testimonials from the press, and also from restored io health.
L E V I M. R O B BIN S,
many persons of the highest respectability, have been re
C A U T I O N .— It has been estimated, that over Two
ceived, commending the comfort and utility of the Ander H undred T housand Dollars ate paid to swindling
son Spring Bed Bottom in the highest terms.
quacks annually, in New England alone, without any ben
efit
to those who pay it. All this comes from trusting
AGENTS—James
L.
Moody.
Appleton.
WILSON A W HITE’S BLOCK,
without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of hon
E. M. Carlton,Hope and Camden.
S IG N O F T H E G O L D E N E A G L E .
or, character, and skill, and whose only recommenda
M)sea Young, Liucolnville.
R ockland, Me.
tion is their own false and extravagant assertions, in
EEP3 a full assortment of Pure and Uuadulterated
W . E . TOLMAN,
praise of themselves If, therefore, you would avoid be
xKi. 1Drugs, Medicines, Ac. They all being new. must
ing humbugged, take no man’s word, no m atter what his
therefore be fresh, and they can be bought at a satialactory AgeDI for Rockland, Thomealon and South Thomnmon. pretensions are, but MAKE INQUIRY :—it will cost you
August 29, 1862.
6m36
nothing and may save you many regrets ; for, as advertis
price.
Remember they can be found t l the Sign of the Golden
ing physicians, in nine cutes out of ten are bogus, there is
W A R C L A IM A G E N C Y .
no safety in trusting any of them, unless you know who
Eagle.
Rockland, April 17, ie61.
and what they are.
O ’ Dr. M. will send free , by enclosing one stamp as
above, a Phantplet on DISEASES OF WOMEN, and on
JpRYE S VEGETABLE CATHARTIC, OR
Private Diseases generally, giving full information, with
U. S. Pensions, Bounties & War Claims the most undoubted references and testimonials without
which, no advertising physician or medicine of this kind
U n iv e r s a l F a m i l y P ill.
is deserving of ANY CONFIDENCE WHATEVER.
HESE rills are purely Vegetable, and a safe remedy
of all descriptions, promptly procured.
O ’ Orders by mail promptly attended to. Write your
for Dyspepsia, Costiveners, Loss of Appetite, Elver
address plainly, and direct to DR. MATTISON, as above.
Complaint, and Impurities of the Blood, 4c., and are the Pfo C h a r g e U n l e s s S u c c e s s f u l .
August 22, 1862.
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Bills to take when Phvslc is required. Cnn he found at
THE SIGN OF THE GOLDEN EAGLE.
Application In person or by letter to
Rockland May 7, 1861.
VM

S IL K

BO STO N.

EDWARD HARRIS’

Jo,t

Formerly o f the Webster House Boston.
aotf

NX©.

of the store lately occupied by him in Palmer Block, he
t a k e risks on has temporarily established himself at the above place,
w e l l i n g Houses, where he is just opening an extensive assortment of care
fully selected and very desirable goods, such as :
I Household Furniture,

NEW ENGLAND FIRE MARINE INSURANCE CO.
Ilnrtford, Connecticut. ;
Cash Capital $200,000...........................Assets over 230,000.
N. M. Waterman, Pres’t.
Geo. D. Jew ett, Secr’y.

3

Approved Machine Presses,

(Head o f Park Street and Spear Block.)

construction, and a 11

B

adapted for] speed, durability and beauty of execution,
1 take pleasure in announcing to nay old patrons, that I
presenting, with
have opened, repaired, and refitted In the most thorough
manner, the above commodious aud pleasantly situated
house, where I shall be moat happy to see my old friends,
n
o
w
P R I C E S
and shall spare no effort in making them a pleasant and
agreeable home, and would here take pleasure In ae
Extra Inducements for Patronage.
knowledging past favors.

rI 1

Stores, Stock*of Goods,
Finishing R i s k s o n

S>I

NEW YORK.

W IL D E S ’ H O T E L ,

• R O C K L A N D ,

'S ’
Together with

NO 1 , B R O A D W A Y ^

May 7, 1862

Jg II. C O C H R A N , T} ESPECTFULLY informs his many customAv er8 an(j the public in general, that since the burning

HOME INSURANCE CO.
Few York City.
Casb’Capital $1,000,000......................... Surplus $300,000.
Chas. J. Martin, President.
A. F. Wilmarth, Vice Prea’t.
J. M. Smith, Sec’y.

DISTRICT NO. 15.
T owns of
Thomaston, Warren, Cushing, Friendship and St.
George—Barney W. Counce of Thomaston, Assistant
Assessor.

J® ©

337

WORTH STORE IX WALKER BLOCK

43tf

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

JOHN E. MERRILL, P roprietor,

E D W A R D H A R R IS

and all the latest styles of
and prompt in the ad
justment of their losses
K L L T S
C A JP S ,
HARTFORD FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
Hartford Connecticut. Incorp. 1819. Charter perpetual. nil of which goods, in which BE a UTY is strictly com
Capital $500,000,....................Surplus upwards of $210,000. bined with DURABILITY, together with a very large and
complete stock of
H. Huntington, Prea’t.
T. C. Allyn, Secretary.

m
DISTRICT NO. 14.
T owns of
Rockland, South Thomaston, North Haven, Vinalhaven,
Matinicus Plantation, Hnd Muscle Ridge Island Plantation
—Jeremiah Tolman of Rocklaud, Assistant Assessor.

The Largest and Best Assortment of

L in in g ^ , B ln d lj iif s .

K id a n d G o a t S to ck , R u b b e r G oring

27tf

!

Tha attention of Merchant., Manufacturer., Trader., and
all others In want of Printing it invited to thia
B.tabluhment, which contains

W A S H IN G T O N H O U S E ,

R E -O P E N I N G
A f t e r t la .e 37*1 r e ,

H. HATCH.

I pauies, known to be safe

m
DISTRICT NO. 13.
T owns of
« J u Hshi,n,gton’ UnioD>
Appleton and C am denW illia m H. Meservey, of Appleton, Assistant Assessor.

AND R U B B E R S ,

Rockland, September 2, 1861.

Rockland, Juue 24, 1862.

FOR

of the beat manufacture in the United States, which he
keepB constantly on hand or orders at short notice.
BONNETS B LE A C H E D AN D PR E SSE D .

P R IN T IN G

1^.

C. G. MOFFITT.

Lawns, Cambrics, Brilliants, Muslin, Crimpolins, Mar
seilles, and a general assortment of other goods usually
kept in such an establishment.

F R E N C H and A M E R IC A N H A IR W O R K ,

Are prepar.d at .11 tim e, io execute all kinds o f

A T T H E B R O O K , M A IN S T .

ALSO,—KNITTING and TIDY COTTON, WOOLEN
YARN, ZEPHYR and GERMAN WORSTED
in great variety.
N e x t to E x p r e s s O ffice.
HOOD and SH E T LA N D Y A R N S.

W H IT E

Manufacturer of and Wholesaler Dealer in

S h o e D u c k , P e g . . L aatn , S h o e N a l l s a n d
S h o e T o o l* o f a l l k in d * ,

Remember the Place,

Such as SADDLER’S and EMBROIDERING SILK,
Tambo, Moravian and Nun’s Cotton, Linen Floss,
Gold Braid, and other small articles too
numerous to mention.

(ESTABLISHED, A. D. 1846.)
Offie®, N * . 6 , C u a te in H o u s e B lo c k . ((/,>SI*ir»,)

SOLE LEATHER, WAX LEATHER,

I shall make the prices Low E nough to make it an ob
ject for all lit want of Goods in my line, to make their

H a ta to lls lim o iit!

E P H R A IM W . B A R T L E T T ,

French and American Calf Skins,

S e p t e m b e r lO tlx.

I other insurable proper an abundant variety of
ty, in the following com-

DISTRICT NO. 12.
T owns of
Isleaboro’, Northport, Lincolnville, Belmont, Searsmont
Morrill, Montville, Liberty and Palermo—David Howe, of
Lincolnville, Assistant Assessor.

A

G oods,

As I desire to close out the entire lot previous to

H o siery a n d Gloves,

JO B P R IN T IN G

on

Cloths, Ready-Made Clothing,

RIBBONS, FLOWERS, LACES anil EDGINGS
of all descriptions.

Embroidering materials,

C I T Y P H Y S IC IA N ,
O ffic e ,—P i l l s b u r y ’s W ow B l o o k .

E xpress Officb,

F u rn is h in g

I buildings in process of

T owns oi
Belfast, Waldo and Brooki -Jam es W . Webster, of
Belfast, Assistant Assessor.

DRUGS AND

next

Ajnd. F a n c y G o o d s ,
S tra w , F a n c y A M ourning: B o n n e ts

Dr. T. L. ESTABROOK,

B o a r d s a t t h e T h o r n d ik e H o t e l,—where calls
may be left when the Da. cannot be found at hie office.
Dr. Estabronk will be pleased to attend to all calls with
whieh he may be favored, at h is office , where he may
L im e B o cK Street.
be found day or night.
Particular attention given to diseases of the eye and
I shall be pleased to have my friends and the pub lie gen Ear<
erally call and examlue the same before making their pur
Rockland, April 2, 1862.
3ml5
chases of

Stork

consisting in part of the following articles:

111

DISTRICT NO. 11.

In the appointment of Assistant Assessors I have en
deavored to select persons of good business habits, favor
ably known in their several Districts, and well acquainted
wiih (he character and value of properly to be taxed.
Each Assistant Assessor will be supplied with a copy of
the Law of Congress authorizing the Assessment, and will
be instructed to give persons interested all necessary in
formation as to the requirements of the Act.
The law contemplates that ihe Assistant Assessors shall
have free access to the Assessment Lists, Books and rec
ords of the several towns in their respective Districts, to
enable them to find out proper objects ol taxation, and it
is expected that citizens will give them all reasonable fa
cilities to enable them to colle.1 the lists of taxable prop
erty, as promptly as possible.
All persons engaged in the various branches of business
requiring a License, under the provisions of this Act
which took effect the first insl.. are requested to call on
the Assistant Assessor of the District where they reside,
who will furnish them with the necessary blanks, tc ob
tain a License, from the Collector of the District.
The Assistant Assessor will also furnish Manufacturers,
Ac., who are required to make monthly returns, the ne
cessary blanks for that purpose.
______________________ NATH’L A. JOY, Assessor.

H •aved from the late Are, to the

FANCY GOODS,

DISTRICT NO. &
T owns of
Penobscot, Castine, Brooksville, Sedgwick, Breoklin,
Stages leave this house dally for Bath, Bangor and
Deer Isle and Isle au Haul—William Grindle, of Penob
Augusta.
scot, Assistant Assessor.
Carriages always in readiness to carry passengers to
and from the boat.
DISTRICT NO. 9.
T owns of
Btabi .ino for Horses as low as the lowest.
Winterport, Monroe, Jackson, Thorndike, Unity, Knox,
Rockland. October 2, 1862.
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Troy, Freedom ann Burnham—Reuben A. Rich, of Win
terport, Assistant Assessor.
DISTRICT NO. 10.
T owns of
Frankfort, Prospect, Stockton, Searsport and Swanville
—Charles A. Pierce, of Frankfort Assistant Assessor.

AVING removed the balance of my Stock

— AND—

L IM E

F IR E ! F IR E !! F IR E !!!

PATENT
L

A

S T

S !

AND

PATENT

Made Thereon.
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G O L D ,

A r r e a r s o f p a y S ecu red
TO SOLDIERS OR THEIR HEIRS.

O. G . H A L L ,
jU to r a e g

at

M R S.

is truly constructed upon Scientific principles, constructed
in accordance with the bony ligamentous conformation of
the bottom of the foot, an entirely new principle and a
great improvement on the old style of BOOT AND SHOE
LASTS.
The principles herein suggested and followed out by
careful and patient reasoning and experiment has now for
the first time been practically and fully developed and ap
plied. They produce a BOOT and SHOE perfectly com
fortable and easy at first, no matter how thick or substan
tial the soles, and the importance of this for predestrian
purposes cannot be exaggerated, and confeiring advanta
ges which can be most sensibly appreciated by those who
suffer from tender fe e t .
Those who have once had an opportunity to test the
real advantages of these Philosophically made BOOTS
will hardly he reconciled to wear any other. As one ex
claims ! “ To all petaons who wish to have a neat fitting
Boot und one in which they can take solid comfort 1
would say try this Last, and they will cry,
T H E H A L F H A S N O T B E E N T O L D ,”
In short, this L ast is made to f it the foot.

—ALSO—
H A R D I N G ’S

GREAT DISCOVERY EUREKA.
The Eureka, is a Spanish preparation, w'nitb will chauge
gray, light or red hair or whiskers, to un auburn, dark
brown or black color. For sale by
J. L.GIOFRAY, Sole Agent

O F F IC E . NO. 2 K IM B A L L B L O C K .
MAIN S TR EE T.................................... ROCKLAND, MR
P etsb T aacher.
r . p. a . T u x c u ia .
Rockland, Feb. 21, 1856.
,8 tf

JOSEPH L. GIOFRAY,

N o . 5 C U S T O M H O U S E B L O C K (U p S ta ir a )
Will sell a nice Gents’ French Wig one dollar less than it
can be bought in any hair store in Boston.
1 will sell a Lady’s French Wig two dollars less than
cost.
I will sell aFrizette from three inches to five and a quar
ter inches, from fifty cents to one dollar less than can b«
bought in Bmston.
I will sell a Hair Band from one to two dollars fess.
T> E IV T I S T ,
1 will sell the best Hair Dye for 75 cents per bottle.
Ladies in particular are requested to call at m> rooms
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
and examine th e work, as I am sure they will be satisfied
O ffice i n W ila o a I t W h i t e ’* B la c k .
with both price- and material.
Ohders for C ustom W ork promptly executed and
Artificial Teeth inserted and warranted to give aatiif.ctlon In every reaped All operation, performed on the entire satisfacti on warranted.
Grateful for th e liberal patronage bestowed upon my
natural teeth, in the mo.l akilirul manner.
Rockland, February 18, 1862.
9tf
bumble efforts to please the public in the past, 1 shall en
deavor to use nry best efforts to retain the present trade
and respectfully .solicit an extention of the same.
DR. J. E STEN ,

D E N T IS T R Y .

E*p*chase,

H o o e o p a th ic P h y s i c i a n .
O ffico in W i l . o n St W h i t e ’* B l o c k ,
R O C K L A N D , M e.
R esidence on Water Street, first house north of A.
Sp dding’s.
Rockland, June 5, 1860.
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C L O A K IN G S & C L O A K S .

F E dTB E R S.

MAYO & KALER,
8UCCESBOR8 TO PIERCE 3c KALBB.

DEALERS IN

I lEOTESS’O G i
G OODS,

Corner Store, Pillsbury Block, Main St.
EBEN B. MAYO,
?
GEORGE F. KALER. j
March 3, 1859.

RUSSELL MILLS

D U C H

This has been so long used and so univer
sally known, that we need do no more than
assure the public that its quality is kept up to
the best it ever has been, and that it may ba
relied on to dotall it has ever done.
Prepared by
D r . J. C. A yer & Co.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
Lowell, Moss.
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
AOSNTS,—C. P. FESSENDEN, F. G. COOK, J. 8.
HALL, At CO., LEVI M. ROBBINS, Rockland ; A. D. Al
mond, W .M . Cook, Thoran.ua ; J. T. Dana, Dama
riscotta ; J a .. Perry, Camden ; C. Young, J r .. Rockport.
W . L. Alden, At Co., Bangor, and W. F. Philip., Port
land. Wholesale Agents •
September 13, 1862.
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S H A V IN G D E P A R T M E N T .
L A D IE S’ P R IV A T E ROOM

S a m a r ita n S a lve,

S IM O N T O N ~

O O T T O N T

T h e W o rld ’s G re a t K em edy fo r
C oughs, C olds, In c ip ie n t Con
su m p tio n , a u d fo r th e re lie f
o f C onsum ptive p a tie n ts
in a d v an c e d sta g e s
o f th e d isea se.

or HAIR CUTTING and SHAMPOOING, which will be
done for half the usual prices.
Particular attention paid to cutting Boys and Misses
Hair. .
PERFUM ERY
of all descriptions for sale at this establishment.

O F F IC E NO. 4 K IM B A L L B L O C K ,
(Over the Store o f M. C. Andrews.)
D w e l l i n g H ouae^ o n S p r in g S t r e e t .
opposite Dirigo Engine House.
ALL ORDERS UY DAY OR N IGHT
will be promptly attended to.
Rockland, Nov. 20 1858.
48t

D R Y

A V E R ’S

CHERRY PECTORAL,

Shaving, Hair Gutting, Shampooing, Coloring, Curling,
and Frizzling done- a little better thauat any other estab
lishment in the Suate, this is what the people say.

C.

THOM AS PR Y E,
and

CdR PETS

series of complaints that arise from impurity
of the blood. Minuto reports of individual
eases may be found in Ayer ’s Ajiericxx
A lmanac, which is furnished to the druggists
for gratuitous distribution, wherein may be
learned the directions for its use, and some of
the remarkable cures which it has made when
all other remedies had failed to afford relief.
Those cases are purposely taken from all sec
tions of the country, in order that every reader
may have access to some one who can speak to
him of its benefits from personal experience.
Scrofula depresses the vital energies, and thus
leaves its victims far more subject to disease
and its fatal results than are healthy constitu
tions. Hence it tends to shorten, and does
greatly shorten, the average duration of human
life. The vast importance of these considera
tions has led us to spend years in perfecting a
remedy which is adequate to its cure. This
we now offer to the public under the name of
A ter ’s S arsaparilla, although it is com
posed of ingredients, some of which exceed the
best of Sarsaparilla in alterative power. By
its aid yon may protect yourself from the suffer
ing and dange'r of these disorders. Purge out
the foul corruptions that rot and fester in the
blood; purge out the causes of disease, and
vigorous health will follow. By its peculiar
virtues this remedy stimulates the vital func
tions, and thus expels the distempers which
lurk within the system or burst out on any
part of it.
We know the public have been deceived by
many compounds of Sarsaparilla, that promised
much and did nothing; but they will neither be
deceived nor disappointed in this. Its virtues
have been proven by abundant trial, and there
remains no question of its surpassing excellence
for the cure of the afflicting diseases it is in
tended to reach. Although under the same
name, it is a very different medicine from any
other which has been before the people, and is
far more effectual than any other which has
ever been available to them.

O L e a p fo r C a s li.

J a w ,

PETER THACHER & BROTHER
A ttorneys and Counsellors a t Law,

~T7e7&"P. J .

Glaninlar Swellings, Tumors, Erup
tions, Pimples, Blotches and Sores, Ery
sipelas, Bose or S t Anthony's Eire, Salt
Bheum, Scald Head, Coughs from tu
berculous deposits in the lungs, White
Swellings, Debility, Dropsy, Neuralgia,
Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Syphilis and
Syphilitic Infections, Mercurial Diseases,
Female Weaknesses, and, indeed, the whole

A new and full assortment which will be sold

B E R R Y ’S B L O C K , M A I N S T R E E T ,
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
Rockland. July 12, 1860.
291y

ersg*,

A y e r’s S a rs a p a rilla
is compounded from the most effectual anti
dotes that medical science has discovered for
this afflicting distemper, and for the cure of the
disorders it entails. That it is far superior to
any other remedy yrt devised, is known by all
who have given it a trial. That it does com
bine virtues truly extraordinary in their effect
upon this class of complaints, is indisputably
proven by the great multitude of publicly
known and remarkable cures, it has made of
the following diseases : King’s Evil or

H A IR W O R K .

9if

-----AL8O----AKES pleasure in informing his many friends and pat
rons that he is now prepared to furnish all kinds and
NO. 4 BERRY’S BLOCK.
qualities of BOOTS manufactured upon these CELE Rockland, Feb. 15,1860.
8tf
BRATED LASTS, Which are the latest und most improv
ed pattern yet brought before the public.

T h e A n a to m ic a l L a s t

L a d ie s a n d G e n ile m e n

TH O M A STO N, M E.
February 20, 1861.

W HITE GOODS, EMBROIDERIES, LINENS,
TRIMMINGS, HOSIERY, GLOVES, Ac.,

T

Colors o f B ro n ze W o rk ,
And all descriptions of Plain and Fancy Work in the
Printing line that may be required.

C o u n se U o r & A tto r n e y a t L a w ,

S ilk s , D re ss G oods, S h a w ls ,
B IL L S

C H U V IS O 2 N

and other

Soldiers wounded or in any way injured or who die
ZZT Persons wishing for woik in our line are invited to
from wounds or injuries received or disease contracted
while in service (they or their heirs) can have the sumo call, as we can suit them, both as to style and ptice.
secured by applying, to
GEORGE W. FRENCH, Attorney at Law.
J . PORTER & SON,
Thomaston, October 16, 1861.
43tf
N o . 5 C u s to m H o u s e B lo c k * (Up Stairs,)
Over J . C. L ibbey i Son’s, Hurdware Store.
LYSANDER HILL,
Rockland, April 3, 1?62.

(Successors to J. W. B rown,)
-----Dealers in -----

R.

S IL V E R ,

Thi peculiar taint or
infection which we call
<
Scrofula lurks in
the constitutions of
multitudes of men. It
either produces or is
produced by an en
feebled, vitiated state
[of the blood, wherein
jthat fluid becomes in|competent to sustain
Jthe vital forces in their
[vigorous action, and
leaves the system to
Ffall into disorder and
_
decay. The scrofulous
contamination is variously caused by mercurial
disease, low living, disordered digestion from
unhealthy food, impure air, filth and filthy
habits, the depressing vices, and, above all, by
the venereahinfection. Whatever be its origin,
it is hereditary in the constitution, descending
“ from parents to children unto the third and
fourth generation; ” indeed, it seems to be the
rod of Him who says, “ I will visit the iniqui
ties of the fathers upon their children.” The
diseases which it originates take various names,
according to the organs it attacks. In the
lungs, Scrofula produces tubercles, and finally
Consumption; in the glands, swellings which
suppurate <nd become ulcerous sores; in the
stomach and bowels, derangements which pro
duce indigestion, dyspepsia, and liver com
plaints; on the skin, eruptive and cutaneous
affections. These all having the same origin,
require the same remedy, viz. purification and
invigoration of the blood. Purify the blood,
and these dangerous distempers leave yon.
With feeble, foul, or corrupted blood, you can
not have health ; with that “ life of the flesh ’*
healthy, you cannot have Bcrofalous disease.
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T H E subscribers, having sold these v b r t su 
A PER
perior C o tto n D u c k for ueveral years past, have

FAM ILY

DYE COLORS,

which is for sale at his establishment and by Druggists
generally. Every mother should not tail te have a box In
the bouse in case of accident.
TOR
MR. J L. GIOFR a Y will sell his stock of Salve now
D y e in g S il k , W o o l e n a n d C o tto n G oode,
on hand consisting of 4000 Boxes for 13 cis per Box.
S h a w l s , S carfs* D r esses* R ib b o n s*
J. L. GIOFRAY.
Rockland, Dec. 25, 1660.
(Sept. 20. 1859. 39tf)
G loves* B o n n ets* H ats* F e a t h 
ers* K id G loves*
American and Foreign Patents.
C h ild r e n ’* C lo th in g * a n d a l l k in d s o f W e a r 
i n g A p p a r e l,

R . H. EDDY,

WITH PERFECT FAST COLORS.
SO L IC IT O R OF P A T E N T S ,
Late Agent of U. S. Patent Office, Washington, L I S T O F C O L O R S .— Black, Dark Brown, Snuff
Brown, Light Brown, Dark Blue, Light Blue, DarkGretu,
(under the Act o f 1857.)

73 S ta te S tr e e t, o p p o s ite K ilb y S tr e e t
BOSTON.

Light Green, Piuk, Purple, Slate, Cr imson, Salmon, Scar
let. Dark Drab, Light Dxab, Yellow, Light Yellow, Orange
Magenta, Solferino, French Blue, Royal Purple, Violet.

an extensive practice of upwards of twenty
These Dye Colors are expressly for family use. having
years, continues to secure Patents in the United States; been perfected at great expense, after many years oi study
AFTER
also in Great Britain, France, and other foreign countries.and experiment. The goods ».re ready to wear in from

Caveats, Specifications, Bonds, Assignments, and all Pa
pers or Drawings for Patents, executed on liberal terms,
and with despatch. Researches made into American or
Foreign works, to determine the validity or utility of Pat
ents or Inventions—and legal or other advice rendered in
all matters touching the same. Copies of the claims of
any Patent furnished by remitting One Dollar. Assign
ments recorded at Washington.
The Agency is not only the largest in New England, but
through it inventors have advantages for securing Patents,
« f ascertainiug the patentability of Inventions unsurpassed
by, if not imineasureably supperior to, any which esn be
offered them elsewhere. The Testimonials below given
rove that uoue is MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE P aTNT OFFICE than the subscriber; and as SUCCESS IS
THE BEST PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY,
he would add that he has abundant reason to believe, m d
can prove, that at no other office of the kind are the char
ges f> r professional services so moderate. The immense
practice of the subscriber during twenty years past, has
enabled him to accumulate a vast collection of specifica
tions aud oflfeial decisions relative to patents.
These, besides his extensive library oi legal and mechan
ical works, and lull accounts of patents granted in the
United States and Eutope, render hlin able, beyond ques
tion, to offer superior facilities for obtaining Patents.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to procure a
patent, and the usual great delay there, are here saved in
ventors.

E

one to three hours’ time. The process is simple, aud any
one can use the dyes with perfect success.

G REA T ECONOM Y I
O ’ A S A V IN G O F SO P E R C E N T . -CB
In every family there will he found more or less of wear
ing apparel which could be dyed, and made to look as well
as new. Many articles that become a little worn, soiled,
or out of style, are throwu aside. By using these Dyes*
they can be changed to any cclor or shade in a very short
time, at a small expense- You can have a number of
shades from the same dye, from the lightest shade to
the full color, by following the directions on the inside of
package.
At every store where these Dyes are sold, can be sees
samples of each color, on Silk and Wool.
All who have used these Family Dye Colors pronounce
them to be a most useful, economical ar.d perfect article.
Numerous testimonials could be given from ladies who
have used these D)es; but in this case it is not required*
as its real value and usefulness are found upon one trial.
Manufactured by H O W E Sc. S T E V E N S , Practical
Chemist, 258 Broadway, Boston.
For sale by Druggists aud Dealers in every City and
Town.
August 23, 1862.
351y .

found that it is considered the best brand now in geuer&l
use.
The H A R D D U C K has been worn on large Schoon
ers, Yachts, Pilot Bouts and has fully proved that it will
wear longer and “ bag ” lese than other kinds heretofore
in general use.
S a m p le B o o t s
Mt. Vernon, Cumberland and Cotton Ravens Duck on
can be examined and by putting on a Boot any one can b hand and for sale by
but convinced of the decided benefits of the new last.
N. BOYNTON * CO.,
134 Commercial St.,
T h e fin eat b rn n d a o f S to c k are worked at this
Feb. 22, I860.
(91y)
BOSTON.
establishment by the best workmen in the State, and
satisfaction guaranteed in all cases. All orders filled with
T E S T I MO N I A LS.
promptness aud despatch.
111 regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and suc
J o b b i n g of all kinds done with neatness.
cessful practitioners with whom I have had official inter
course.”
CHARLES MASON.
P. 8. Thankful for the liberal patronage bestowed
Commissioner of Patents.
upon him in the past, he hopes by strict attention to busi
How l o s t ! How Restored.
ness to merit a liberal share in the future.
“ I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that they
Ju
st
Published,
in
a
Sealed
Envelope.
Price
S
ix
Cento,
cannot employ person more competent and trustworthy
Give him an early Call, at
Has removed his Stock of
more capable of putting their applications in a form
A D e c l a r e o n th e N a t u r e , T r e a t m e n t a n d and
to secure lor them an early aud favorable consideration
No. 4, Spofford Block, up Stairs.
Radical Cure of SpermatorrhecDa or Seminal Weakness. at the Patent Office.” EDMUND BURKE,
A
g
r
i
c
u
lt
u
r a l I m p le m e n ts , S eeds
Rockland, Dec. 19, 1861.
8in52
Iiivoljntary Emniisslona. Sexual Debdity, and Impedi
Late Commissioner of Patents.
ments to Marriage'gHiierally, Nervousness, Consumption,
Mr. R. H. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN applies
Epilepsy aud Fits; Mental aud Physical Incapacity, result tious, on all but one of which paleuts has been granted,
S to v e s a n d H a r d w a r e to
ing from Self-Abuse, &.c.—By ROBT. J . C’ULVERWELL, and that is now pending. Such unmistakeable proof of
M. D., Author of the Qreen Book, ((C.
great talent and ability on his part leads me to reccomNO. 7 KIMBALL BLOCK,
In. a l l o a s e s , o r TVo C h a r g e s j%
1a.de. The wurld-reuowued author, in this admirable Lecture, mend all inventors to apply to him to precure their pa
h- UOW is consulted daily, from 8 a . m. to 8 p . m. as clearly proves from his own experience that the awful tents. as they may be sure of haviug the most faithful at
above, upon all difficult and chronic diseases of every Consequences of Selfe-abuse may be effectually removed tention bestowed on their cases, and at very reason- where he will be happy io m hia old frlnida and diatomJOHN* TAGGART.
era. He also offers a new aud splendid assortment of
name and nature, having by his unwearied attention andwithout medicine, and without dangerous surgical opera able charges.”
extraordinary success gained a reputation which calls pa tions, bongies, instruments, rings, or cordials, pointing out
During eight months the subscriber, in course of his
a mode o f cure at once certain and effectual, by which
tients irom all parts of the country to obtain advice
large practice, made on twice rejected applications SIX
every
sufferer,
no
mutter
what
his
condition
may
be,
may
Among the physicians in Boston none stand higher in
TEEN APPEALS, EVERYO NE of which was decided
the profession than the celeprated DR. DOW, No. 7 Eud- cure himsels cheaply, privately, and radically. This lec- in hb favor, by the Committee o f Patents.
at very low prices.
icott street, Boston. Those who need the services of an luie will prove a boon to thousands nnd thousands.
R. H; EDDY.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, <m
experienced physician and surgeon should give him a call.
Boston, Dec* 2,1861.
Iy51
Please call and be convinced that that is the J act.
P. S. Dr. Dow imports aud has for sale a naw article, the receipt of s.x cents, or two postage stamps, by address
Rockland, July 1, 1862.
28tf
culled the French Secret. Order by mail. Two for $ i, ing,
S e lf-S e a lin g
Da. CHAS. J . C. KLINE.
and n red stamp.
127 Bowery, New York, Post Office Box, 4586.
April, 1862.
16ly
August 21, 1862.
(rs35)
71y
N o tic e .
HE Committee on Claim, and Account, will bo hl *Maioo at the Cuaiora Hnuae, lbs Oral Friday of m a y
N which all kinds o f Fruit aud Vegetables may be kept
moLih until othciwlao ordered.
the year iouud. and rema'n as good as when put up.—
T. K. OSGOOD,
FINE ASSORTMENT JUST RECEIVED
For
aale
by
c. L. a LLEN,
VCommlUM.
and for sale as low as tha lowest, at the Brook, by
S. M. VEAZIB, N o. 2 Atlantic Block
O. W J
‘ "
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